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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation 

BASES

BACKGROUND

atiremoi es/ ~

The RPS initiates a reactor tripVto protect against 
violating the core fuel design limits and the Reactor 
Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary during &a ! 

-r es . By tripping the reactor, 
the RPS also assists the Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) 
Systems in mitigating accidents.

The protection and monitoring systems have been designed to 
Sassure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by 

I limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms 
"of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as the 

, LCO• on other parameters and equipment 
per ormance.  

The LSSS. defined in this Specification as the Allowable 
Value, in conjunction with the LCOst establishes the 
threshold for protective system action to prevent exceeding 

Si'••_ ~•--acceptable limits during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs).

• Im• e es uring th'_unit s f th accep le mit 

a. -rhe departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR s.hall 
S-be maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) valuI 

' .: i h~ckec/ro~eo ,' b. Fuel centerline c ; 2,o cr; 

rhe•n,,ir.IM I s Am s I" c. The RCS pressure SL of 2750 not be 
b 4 exceeded. 44-J.  

Ct ~(5'' /,ar~ hee -flux (Zx*/W 2Roc~ pO/o44 ATP 
Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures 

S1 6that the offsite dose will be within the S .R•Ziai\ 
hWe r ur 10 CFR 100 criteria during e" ,• 

rAcciden_:'ts are events thalt are analyzed' even though they are 
; not ekpected to occurduring the unit's life. The- io(eI 1> 
acceptable limit uHsfing accidents'is that the offsite dose 
shall be mainta iied within 10 M 100 limits..,Meeting the,
acceptable doze limit for ary-iccident cate9)ry is considered) 

be /1•1 ./• •e1 ; havi n acceptable consequsflces for that etent.  

- - (continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-IA> 

Acceptable consequences for accidents are that the offsite dose shall be 
maintained within 10 CFR 100 limits or other limits approved by the NRC.  

During abnormalities, one or more of the following limits is maintained:

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/1/2001
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B 3.3.1 

BASES

BACKGROUND RPS Overview

iconfinueu) The RPS consists of four separate redundant protection 
cha~nnels that receive inputs of neutron flux, RCS pressure, 
R oý O temperature, RCS pump status, reactor building 
-(RB) pressure, main feedwater (MFW) pump status, and turbine 

status.  

Figure•a , /SAR, ChW ter 7Aj (Ref. 1), shows the 
arrangement of RPS protection channeW A 
pro ec ion chan composed of measurement channels, a 
manual tri channel, a reactor trip module (RIM), and 

drive (CRD) trip devices. LCO 3.3.1 provides 
(ý;ý ý ýjrequirements for the individual measurement channels. These 

channels encompass all equipment and electronics from the 
ioint at which the measured parameter is sensed through the 
bistable relay contacts in the trip string. LCO 3.3.2, 
"Reactor Protection System (RPS) Manual Reactor Trip," 
LCO 3.3.3, "Reactor Protection System (RPS)--Reactor Trip 
Module (RTM)," and LCD 3.3.4, ;Cf'MT• RV Drive (CRD) Trip 
Devices," discuss the remaining RPS elements.

\A I4 CrA S..,

The RPS instrumentation measures critical unit parameters 
and compares these to predetermined setpoints. If the 

setpoint is exceeded a channel trip signal is generated.  

The generation of w trip signals in anyrof the four 

RPS channels will resu-it rip o t e reactor.  

The Reactor Trip System (RTS) contains multiple CR0 trip 

devices, two AC trip breakers, and two DC trip breaker pairs 

that rovide a path for power to the CRD System.  
n the power for ___oof Th_ cs s 

oelectronic trip assembly (ETA) relays. The system has two 

separate paths (or channels), with each path having either 

two breakers~or a breaker and an ETA relay-in series. Each 

path provides independent power to the CRDs. Either path 

can provide sufficient power to operate all CRDs. Two 

separate power paths to the CRIs ensure that a single 

failure that opens one path will not cause an unwanted 
reactor trip.  

The RPS consists of fourdinependent protection channels, 

each containing an RTM. RTM receives signals from its 

own measurement channels tat indicate a protection channel 

trip is required. The RTM transmits this signal to its own 

two-out-of-four trip logic and to the two-out-of-four logic

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation B 3.3.1

BASES

(GROUND RPS Overview (continued) 

of the RTt4s in the other three RPS channels. Whenever any 

two RPS channels S n P tripCE S , the RTM 

IM in each channel actuates to remove 120 VAC power from 

its associated CRD trip breaker. •e. • , e K , 7 ET.)A reiay.  

The reactor is tripped by opening circuitbreakers that 
• interrupt th power supply to the CRDs. Six breakers are 

ninstalled to increase reliability and allow testing of the 

trip system. A one-out-of-two taken twice logic is used to 

interrupt power to the rods. Tr-- ' I 

The RPS has two bypasses:J a shutdown bypass and a channel 

by ass. Shutdown bypass allows the withdrawal of safety 
r- s availability rn egative reactivity 

i/'qV oV .. V duidring unit cooldowns or heatups. Channel bypass 

e sused for maintenance and testing. Test circuits in the 
trip strings allow•:__etesting of ( RPS trip 

Functions.sj 
The RPS instrumentation channels discussed 

next. The specific relationship between measurement 
channels and protection channels differs from parameter to 
-arameter. Three•basic configurations are used:

a. Fo "Completely redunotnt measurements (e.g., reactor 
'o lant flow) with one channel input to each 
protection chann 

Four channel Vthat provide similar/, but not identical, 
measuremenjti (e.g., power rangenuclear 
instrumepation where each RPY-thannel monitors ah 
different quadrant), with orE channel input to/each 
prot tion channel; and 

c. X edundant measuremen with combinatio trip logic 
outside of the pro ction channels a the combined 
output provided each protection/hannel (e.g., ,main 

Sturbine trip i strumentation). /.  

These arrangements and the relationship of instrumentation 
channels to trip Functions are discu ed to assist in 
understanding the overall effect of instrumentation channel 
failure.

7(

(continued)
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Also, an automatic bypass is provided at low power levels for the Main Turbine 

Trip and the Loss of Main Feedwater Pump Functions.

ANO-1 ITS 5/1/2001INSERT



RPS Instrumentati on B 3.3.1

BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

"\A

Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation 

Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation channels provide inputs 

to the followin rip Functions: 

1. Nuclear Ovefipbwer 

a. Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint; 

b. Nuclear Overpower-Low Setpoint; 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power; 

8. Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE (Power Imbalance Flow); 

9. Main Turbine Trip (t il Pressure); and 

10 Los of Main Feedwaterf ---- )-Pumps (Control Oil

eA;+

/
Pressure).  

The power range instrumentation has four lineari_ý 

channels, one for each core quadrant. Each channel feeds 

one RPS protection channel. Each channel originates in a 

detector assembly containing two uncompensated ion chambers.  

The ion chambers are positioned to represent the top half 

and bottom half of the core. The individual currents from 

the chambers are fed to individual linear amplifiers. The 
summaton of the to and bottom is the total reactor power.  

The e POWtop minus the bottom neutron signal is 

the measure AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE of the reactor core.

Reactor ra S )utlet Temperature 

The Reactor o S Outlet Temperature provides input 

to the following Functions: 

2. i 0 eTemperature; and 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure.  

The Outlet Temperature is measured by two resistance 

elements in each hot leg, for a total of four. One 

temperature detector is associated with each protection 
channel.  

(continued)
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The Main Turbine Trip and Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps Functions utilize the 
Power Range Nuclear Instrumentation only for enabling/disabling the operating 
bypass at low power levels.
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BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

83,3- 5A

Reactor Coolant System Pressure

The Reactor Coolant System Pressure provides input to the 
following Functions: 

3. RCS High Pressure; 

4. RCS Low Pressure; 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure; and 

11. Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure.  

The RPS inputs of reactor coolant pressure are provided by 
two pressure transmitters in each hot leg, for a total of 
four. One sensor is associated with each protection 
channel.  

Reactor Building Pressure 

The Reactor Building Pressure measurements provide input 
only to the Reactor Building High Pressure trip, Function 6.  
There are four RB High Pressure sensors, one associated with 
each protection channel.  

Reactor Coolant Pump Power Monitoring

Reactor coolant pump power monitors are inputs to the 
Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip, Function 7. Each RCP•e 
operating current& is measured by urre 

Tnoersnn tranyfu~mries iving foj 
over er and f r underp wer relayr. Ea power molorin
Ecj; "nel cons svs of a erprovrela nd an undrower

Reactor Coolant System Flow 

The Reactor Coolant System Flow measurements are an input to 
the Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE trip, Function 8. The reactor coolant flow inputs 
to the RPS are provided by eightl-diff rifferential 
pressure transmitters, four on each loop, which measure flow 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-SA>

a current transformer providing the current input to the associated RCP 
underpower relay, and the bus voltage is measured by a potential transformer 
providing the voltage input to the associated RCP underpower relays. Each 
RCP underpower relay provides individual RCP status to each protection 
channel.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/1/2001
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BASES 

BACKGROUND Reactor Coolant System Flow (continued) 

through calibrated flow tubes. One flow input in each loop 
is associated with each protection channel.  

Main Turbine Automatic Stop Oil Pressure 

Main Turbine Automatic Sto Oil Pressure is an input to the 

Main Turbine Trip (Cbhtvdl]Oil Pressure) reactor trip, 
Function 9. Each of the four protection channels receive 
turbine status information from q .I•our pressure 
switches montoring main turbine automatic sto oil

ntaýct buffers in each protection channel 

continuously monitor the status of the contact inputs and 

initiate an RPS trip when a turbine trip is indicated.  

Feedwater Pump Control Oil Pressure 

Feedwater Pump Control Oil Pressure is an input to the Loss 
of Main Feedwater Pumps (Control Oil Pressure) trip, 
Function 10. Control oil pressure is measured by four 
switches on each feedwater pump. One switch on each pump is 
associated with each protection channel.  

RPS Bvyasses 

The RPS is designed with two types offbypasses: channel 
bypass and shutdown bypass.  

Channel bypass provides a method of placing all Functions in 
one RPS protection channel in a bypassed condition, and 
shutdown bypass provides a method of leaving the safety rods 
withdrawn during cooldown and depressurization of the RCS.  
Each bypass is discussed next.  

Channel Bypass 

A channel bypass provision is provided to allow for 
maintenance and testing of the RPS. The use of channel 
bypass keeps the protection channel trip relay energized 
regardless of the status of the instrumentation channel((g ) 

(continued)
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BASES 

BACKGROUND Channel Bvoass (continued) 
* L UtCbistable rela contacts. To place a protection channel 
t. • oe per~Aetj&o in channe ypass the other three channels must not be in 

channel bypass. This is ensured by contacts from the other 
channels being in series with the channel bypass relay. If 
any contact is open, the second channel cannot be bypassed.  .J-.• f- I •Th!.ecn-ire CF-Uh E! i 11 R o -UM )~le Sltch When 

A . ee bypass relay is energized, the bypass contact closes, 
Vý •(CsI y maintaining the channel trip relay in an energized S • VKtA(,15 condition. All RPS trips are reduced to a two-out-of-three 7oici channel bypass. 4 ,%"Keý4 A 

j+A +\A 'it *0r I -ttf4,C 
PAOt / rw Shutdown Bypass in r94e 

During unit cooldown, it is to leav$'i)afety 
rods withdrawn to provide shutdown capabilities in the event 
of unusual positive reactivity additions (moderator 
dilution, etc.).  

However, the unit is also depressurized as coolant 
temperature is decreased. If the safety rods are withdrawn 
and coolant pressure is decreased, an RCS Low Pressure trip 
will occur at 1800 psig and the rods will fall into the 
core. To avoid this, the protection system allows the 
operator to bypass the low pressure trip and maintain 
shutdown capabilities. During the cooldown and 
depressurization, the safety rods are inserted prior to the 
low pressure trip of 1800 psig. The RCS pressure is 
decreased to less than 1720 psig, then each RPS channel is 
placed in shutdown bypass.  

ow a Meaure AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trip, Reactor 
Coolant Pump to Power trip, and the RCS Variable Low 
Pr sure ri P, and a (W RCS High Pressure, "�II72 pIsigt iD7 The °gerator can now withdraw the safety 

V, Lro s for additional~r1'b 

)r~oL -. k/•Oi The insertion of the " ,.  
- with a trip setpoint of 1720 si gle -prevents operation at normal system pressure 

oxj,,mjejV),2155 psig, with a portion of the RPS bypasse4 i ftc•

(continued) 
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BASES

BACKGROUND Shutdown Bypass (continued) 

Sensur~that the bypass is removed prior to 
SMormal operation. When the RCS pressure is increased during 

a unit heatup, the safety rods are inserted prior to 
reaching 1720 psig. The shutdown bypass is removed, which 
returns the RPS to normal, and system pressure is increased 

A- t greater than 1800 ps igg. Q3Wsafety rods are then 
withdrawn and rem a hhe full out condition for the rest 
of the heatup. I

Kfl * (In #1dition t the Shutdor Bypass RCS -igh Press e tr 
t high fl trip setont is admi trativel edu_ 4 

S.. 
. J "• -,e• RP ho te PSd' i •-1AwKbp 5 •i•provides a 

-e.• Atcle~�~ f t 'backp-t o he utown Bypass I High Pressure rip 4 

40.x/ ý4- / a Z- _ J . 0 while preventing the 
generation of any significant amount of power.

Module Interlock and Test Trip Relay 

Each channel and each trip module is capable of being 
individually tested. When a module is placed into the test 
mode, it causes the test trip relay to open and to indicate 
an RPS channel trip. Under normal conditions, the channel 
to be tested is placed in bypass before a module is tested.

Trip SetoointslAllowable Valu .vb 

The trip setpoints are the values at which the 
bistables are set. Any bistable is considered to be 
properly adjusted when the 'as left" value is within the 
band for CHANNEL CALIBRATION accurac•.k i.e., ± [i•a•k

m,-c 1 ,4he h trip setpoints used in th bistables are based on the 
cc2.1F Iy analytical limitr inSAR, Chapter 14 (Ref. 2).  

The selection of these trip setpoints is suc that adequate 

rotection is provided whe% sensor and processing time 
-jpr IyA -e elays are taken into account. To allow for calibration 

tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties. instrument drift, 

and environment errors or a • nn ) MY u ti-on Fln har•envir nments/as def~ived by

CA5.4 An Ref • I-A the U.Al"'lowable Values specified in 

Table 3.3.1-1F , e o ~ inQ!* . are conservatively 

7_•. (continued)
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BASES Liz • : 

BACKGROUND Trip S t Allowable Vau c n *nued) 
t 4 aA¶V X~ fa eý "ýa Ifi 

de0- used to calculat the trip 

/-00P setpoints n I) n ap1i 3 
',idid i cifc >epoir e arded (Ref.1_. spo 

E(ovv Av-aieY5'5 C4'd the trip setpoint enee int the bistable 
more nservative than that s ecified bythe Allowabl .  

!:,e / Value to account for changes in rd x n error 
Monosi, ~"~"~)I detectable b a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One e e o0 

such change in asure n error is rift du n e the 
-A channe is inopera e I 1 s 4M •trip setpo~int is not within its required Aloal 

va ue. _ 

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value ensure that 

the limits of Chapter 2.0, "Safety Limits " in the Technical 
"........ -pec - 1 I-- ae not uring and that the 

consequences of DBAs will be acceptable rovidin the nit 
---- s-operated from within the LCOs a---tte onset of the or 

""*'� / DBA and the equipment functions as Note that in 

LCO 3.3.1 the Allowable Values listed in Table 3.3.1-1 are 
the LSSS. .

Each cha can be tested online to verify that the signal 
and --.P44cedrf, are within the specified allowance 
requiremen s of Once a designated channel 

,- taken out of service or testing, a simulated signal m 

"injected in place of the field instrumen i nal. The 

•,fr•(,d' ~process equipment for the channel girte en 
vtr Jed. an c~irtd lance for the anne s :' 

(r speac fi at~~ e. nf 
Te wale Va s listed in 1e3. .-TF -aX ase -n' 

th ethodol described i Unit Specifi etpoi.  
thodolo (Ref. 4), ch incorporat ao~lL-of e kn 

"uncqrt 'Is applic e for each ch Th agneit Tes 
of eu•ncerta* ies are factorK into th eermi ion 

hrip point. A sensors nd signa 
processin quipment for th -channel re assum to 
operat ithin the allow of th uncertai y 

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
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BASES (continued) 

APPLICABLE the alyzed accidents and transients can be 
SAFETY ANALYSES, detecte-y one or mor ctions. The accident 

SLCO, and ganalysis contained in f [ takes credit for most RPS 
APPLICABILITY trip unctions. Functions specifically credited in the 

accident analsis were qualitatively credited in the 
-Ak, 6,ke.& A A an s ant NRC staff approved licensing basij"wz• the 

unit. ese unctions are high RB pressure, high \CS_ 
OL6 C\ (.4er 3A, temperature, turbine trip, Q loss of main feedwate-7 

hese Functions may provide protection for conditions hat 
(E /0 22 do not require dynamic transient analysis to demonstrate 

Function performance. These Functions also serve as backups 

*W. sA• ov •j•o •e to Functions that were credited in the safety analysis.  

nuzteav- o1)ev ?)Dt 110 The LCO requires all instrumentation performing an RPS 
00 Function to be OPERABLE. Failure of n instrument renders 

e - v'r • ie.- the affected channel inoperablen leuc all.  
bth~ ecteg nc I . he four c annels of 

each Function in Table 3.3.1-1 o e RPS instrumentjtion 
shall be OPERABLE h es rsacto is cri cii to 

Aensure t at a reactor tr-ip will be actuated if needeo.  

•p ec j Additionally, during shutdown bypass with any CR0 trip I breaker closed, the applicable RPS Functions must also be 
A,, l / i . This ensures the capability to trip the 

withdrawn CONTROL RODS exists at all times that rod motion 
is possible. The trip Function channels specified in 

OC9A LE Table 3.3.1-1 are considered OPERABLE when all channel 
components necessary to provide a reactor trip are 
functional and in service for the required MODE or Other 
Specified Condition listed in Table 3.3.1-1.

1-c 

zi

Required Actions allow maintenance (protection channel) 
bypass of individual channels, but the bypass activates 
interlocks that prevent operation with a second channel 
bypass. Bypass effectively places the unit in a 
two-out-of-three logic configuration that can still initiate 
a reactor trip, even with a single failure within the 
system. or (_~_'CCiVVý-l r'( 

Only the Allowable Val r. ecified for each RPS trip 
Function in the LCO. (a tArip setpoints are s ecifid 
in the(setlPont calculations4 The 
setpoins are selected that the setpoint measured 

y CHANNEL FUNCT A ST exceed the Allow 
"Val f th istable is performing as reouired/OperaJo 

witl tri etooint, ess consevAtive tftn the pefnin~pl't 1 lp .

0

(continued)
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BASES 

APPLICABLE pro ed t opera in antes ig are nsist w, th 
SAFETY ANALYSES, a umptis of t._unit,1eci setp t cal at' s.  
LCO, and ach owable alue ecifd is m e con vat' e n 
APPLICABILITY ns ument certaipties ro ri eto Ve tr- Fu ctin 

(continued) Th e unce>am ne e oefinpd fn thiV [Unit eci 
•S•poi nt/fethodol odj]" (Ref/4%) 

For most RPS Functions, the AAl1owable Value is 
to ensure that the-departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) or 
RCS pressure SLs are not challenged. Cycle specific figures 
for use during operation are contained in the COLR.  

Certain RPS trips function to indirectly protect the SLs by 
detecting specific conditions that do not immediately 
challenge SLs but will eventually lead to challenge if no .. •"n• /. . ,C 
action is taken. These trips function to minimize the--it 
transients caused by the specific conditions. The Allowable 
Value for these Functions is selected at the ed 
deviation from normal values that will indicate- l.e.  
condition, without risking spurious trips due to normal 
fluctuations in the measured parameter.  

The Allowable Values for bypass removal Functions are stated 
in the Applicable MODE or Other Specified Condition column 
of Table 3.3.1-1.  

The safety analyses applicable to each RPS Function are 
discussed next.  

1. Nuclear Overoower 

a. Nuclear Overnower-Hiph Setooint 

The Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
provides protection for the design thermal 
overpower condition based on the measured out of 
core fast neutron leakage flux.  

The Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
initiates a reactor trip when the neutron power 
reaches a predefined setpoint at the design 
overpower limit. Because THERMAL POWER lags the 
neutron power, tripping when the neutron power 
reaches the design overpower will limit THERMAL 
POWER to a maximum value of the design overpower.  

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

a. Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint (continued) 

Thus, the Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
protects against violation of the DNBR and fuel 
centerline melt SLs. However, the RCS Variable 
Low Pressure, and Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and 
Measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, provide

(EW protection. The role of the Nuclear 
Overpower-High Setpoint trip is to limit reactor 
THERMAL POWER below the highest power at which 
the other two trips are known to provide 
protection.

The Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip also 
provides transient protection for rapid positive 
reactivity excursions during power operations.  
These events include the rod withdrawal accident, 
the rod ejection accident, and the steam line 
break accident. By providing a trip during these 
events, the Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
protects the unit from excessive power levels and 
also serves to reduce reactor power to prevent 
violation of the RCS pressure SL.  

Rod withdrawal accident analyses cover a large 
spectrum of reactivity insertion rates (rod 
worths), which exhibit slow and rapid rates of 
power increases. At high reactivity insertion 
rates, the Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint trip 
provides the primary protection. At low 
reactivity insertion rates, the high pressure 
trip provides primary protection.  

The specified Allowable Value is selected to 
____.__________________ a trip before reactor power 

_exceeds the highest point at which the RCS 
Variable Low Pressure and the Nuclear Overpower 
RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trips 
are analyzed to provide protection against DNB 
and fuel centerline melt. The Allowable Value 
does not account for harsh environment induced 
errors, because the trip will actuate prior to 
degraded environmental conditions being reached.  

(continued)
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BASES

APPLICABLE b.  
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY 

(continued) 
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Nuclear Overpower-Low SetDoint

While in shutdown byptssvl-w~•'eS)J~iB.•) -/ 
• cS ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -a H g"es -~'DOEJfiEFthe •D 

Nuclear Overpower--Loww"etpoint t~ri-pdM!M.  
5% RTP. The low power setpoint, in 

"conj on with the(13 9 Shutdown Bypass RCS -
High Pressure setpoint, 6 the unlit®9 
rMMT&Mgfrom excessive power conditions when 
other RPS trips are bypassed.  

The • AllIowable Value was chosen to be as 
low as practical and still lie within the range 
of the out of core instrumentation.  

9ýý Temperature 

tjiqhf~utleý Temperature trip, in conjunction 
h the RCS Low Pressure and RCS Variable Low 
ssure trips, provides protection for the DNBR SL.  
rip is initiated whenever the reactor <Zt-ý outlet 
perature approaches the conditions necessary for 

Portions of each' i Temperature 
p channel are common with the RCS Variable Low 
ssure trip. The WlLtj~i h tu-e Temperature trip 
vides steady state protection for the DNBR SL.  

Hi h Out Temperature trip limits the 
imum RCS temperature to below the highest value for 
ch DNB protection by the Variable Low Pressure trip 
ensured. The trip setpoint Allowable Value is 
ectee t ri p a trip c• before hot leg 
peratures reach the point beyond which the RCS Low 
essure and Variable Low Pressure trips are analyzed.  
ove the high temperature trip, the variable low 
issure trip need not provide protection, because the 
it would have tripped already. The i0 
lowable Value does not reflect errors in uced by 

rsh environmental conditions that the equipment is 
0 experience because the tripi n _ 

wtred om iga3 acc! nts at reage arsh)

\c2~-~IT;

(continued)
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BASES 

APPLICABLE 3. RCS High Pressure 
SAFETY ANALYSES, The RCS High Pressure trip works in conjunction with 

APPLICABILITY the pressurizer a afety valves to 

(continued) prevent RCS overpressurizatlon, thereby protecting the 
RCS High Pressure SL.  

The RCS High Pressure trip has been credited in the 

accident analysis calculations for slow positive 
reactivity insertion transients (rod withdrawal 
accidents and moderator dilution)(M IRE 

MWIw&SA•, tA . The rod withdrawal accidents 

cover a large spectrum of reactivity insertion rates 

and rod worths that exhibit slow and rapid rates of 

power increases. At high reactivity insertion rates, 

the Nuclear Overpower--High Setpoint trip provides the 

primary protection. At low reactivity insertion 
rates, the RCS High Pressure trip provides the primary 
protection. celASC 

r The o- t Allowable Value is selected n 

/ cT U ""fe that e High Pressure SL is not e during 

, d 24V1 row , steady state operation or slow power increasing 

"" transients. The y Allowable Value does not 
, .. reflect errors induci y harsh environmental 

d conditions-because t;e qord S.... -• -.... 'mi t~e •-dens • t cr 'at i4arsh ciitions ln-ltn•

4. RCS Low Pressure t 

The RCS Low Pressure trip, in conjunction with the 

H ih. qjg'T Temperature and Variable-Low Pressure 
trips, provides protection for the DNBR SL. A trip is 

initiated 1W ve r -ye em i esss the 

conditions necessary for DNB. ThIeRCS Low Pressure 

trip provide~sDNB low pressure limit for the RCS 
Variable Low Pressure trip.

21

The RCS Low Pressure ' Allowable Value is "" e o se ected o actor trip §OM& before 
RCS pressure is reduced below the lowest point at 

which the RCS Variable Low Pressure trip is analyzed.  

The RCS Low Pressure trip provides protection for 

primary system depressurization events and has been 

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE 4. RCS Low Pressure (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and credited in the accident analysis calculations for 
APPLICABILITY small break loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs).  

Consequently, harsh RB conditions created by small 
break LOCAs can affect performance of the RCS pressure 
sensors and transmitters. Therefore, degraded 
environmental conditions are considered in the 
Allowable Value determination.  

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure -" 

The RCS Variable Low Pressure trip, in conjunction 
•with t e Hi u e Temperature and RCS Low 

oPressure tri- s rovides protection for the DNBR SL.  
--------' N. A trip is initiated ' _e _ the system parameters of 

eye ee pressure and temperature.41:15MMO the conditions 
1o___or necessary for UNB. the KCS Variable Low Pressure trip 

r vides a floating low pressure trip based on the a 
i--'utlet J'emperature within the range specified by 

eýpre Se. • g &r { O- the tjtgUL•_• uT Te perature and RCS Low Pressure 

e w\e The RCS Variable Low Pressure Allowable Value Sis selected to • a tri 

temperature and, ressure a the conditions 
necessary for DN w i e operating in a temperature 
pressure region constrained by the low pressure and 
high temperature trips. The RCS Variable Low Pressure 
trip is not assumed for transient protection in the 
unit safety analysi iO erefore, e 1 i the 
4@ýý Allowable Value does not account for errors 
ind-u- by a harsh'RB environment.  

6. Reactor Building Hiah Pressure 

The Reactor Building High Pressure trip provides an 
early indication of a high energy line break (HELB) 
inside the RB. By detecting changes in the RB 
pressure, the RPS can provide a reactor trip before 
the other system parameters have varied significantly.  
Thus, this trip acts to minimize accident 
consequences. fAt•t -o providesa-ackup for BJPStrip .irnments expeed to an RB.4I LB environ n. 1i2J 

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES

APPLICABLE 6. Reactor Building High Pressure (continued)

SAFETY A)ALYSES, LCO, and The Allowable Value for RB High Pressure trip is set APPLICABILITY at the lowest value consistent with avoiding-spurious -.  

trips duri 2ng nral operation~jThe elec ionic 

•om~n'• 0 i!7 tn•ighP ;sr trip/are locatdi 

San ar -that is!(texposedt high te perature s~eam 

Senv' onments du ng HELB (/+ansients. /he comportmnts 
.• (ar exposed to igh radij~ion conditions. Ther fore, 

j~k.• • ), -0"nv ro_• 0enodetermin ion of thj( setpoint 1 lwable V iue 
n0'3-- 30ccounts for'errors inofuced by th high radi i on.__,

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power 

The Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip provides 

protection for changes in the reactor coolant flow due 

to the loss of multiple RCPs. Because the flow 

reduction lags loss of power indications due to the 

inertia of the RCPs, the trip initiates protective 

action earlier than a trip based on a measured flow 
signal.  

The trip also prevents operation with both pumps in 

either coolant loop tripped. Under these conditions, 

core flow and core fluid mixing "insufficient for 

adequate heat transfer. Thus, the Reactor Coolant 

Pump to Power trip functions to protect the DNBR and 

cfuelcenterline SLs.

zI

The Reactor Coolant PUMP to rower Lrip has• um, 
credited in the accident analysis calculations for the 

loss of four RCPs. The trip also provides iP• 

protection for the loss of a pump or pumpsgwhich 
would result in both pumps in a single steam generator 
lnnn beina trioped.

The Allowable Value for the Reactor Coolant Pump to 

Power trip setpoint is selected to prevent normal -- v 

power operation unless at least ti I IPO 
ti RCP status is monitore p by Power 

trans ucers each pump. These relays india e 

J00s_-e, RCP ye i an a w V e 

ZF a RCPon (continued)i
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<INSERT B 3.3-16A>

Even in the case where this trip is a backup for other RPS trips for LOCA or 
MSLB, it is assumed to occur before degraded building conditions have an 
appreciable effect on RB High Pressure trip components. Therefore, 
determination of the Allowable Value does not account for errors induced by a 
harsh environment.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/1/2001



RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and 
APPLICABILITY

7. Reactor Coolant Pumo to Power (continued) ' 

ý(aj~ugh- edit •' not =v'oe fpt this apabili,•) 

\bt hig h nough o avo* a spurus on then 
rus •rn Ce hfums stirrtJ. The underpower 
Allowable Va e is selected to reliably trip on loss 
of voltage to the RCPs. Neither the reactor power nor 
the pump power Allowable Value account for 
instrumentation errors caused by harsh environments 
because the trip Function is not required to respond 
to events that could create harsh environments around 
the equipment.  

8. Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE

coreThe Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE tri rovides steady state protection 

I r-tor t e e SLs. A reactor trip is 
initiated8 the core power, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, 
and reactor coolant flow conditions 

D NBor fuel centerline t.  

This trip supplements the protection provided by the 
Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip, through the power 
to flow ratio, for loss of reactor coolant flow 

o o oevents. The power to flow ratio provides direct 
protection for tne the loss of( • 

R°R:ýrtn 2a-- 2EPMAHM The imbalance 

portion of the trip is credited for steady state 
(two C• protection only.  

/4  •Al The power to flow ratio of the Nuclear Overpower RCS 

/ OFlow and Measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trip also 

proviaes~ ~ ~ +tea " IrU2.'u' L
provides steady st[ate• protectI Uon o, FeM~v,•.m..  

,''-• power from exceeding the allowable ower wen the 
/ s primary sys pump 

SWO to flow. Thus, the power to flow ratio prevents 

overpower conditions similar to the Nuclear Overpower 
trip. This protection ensures that during, reduced 
flow conditions the core power is maintained below 
that required to begin DNB.  

The Allowable Value is selected to ensure that a trip 
occurs,ý, core power, axial power peaking, and 

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

APPLICABLE 8. Nuclear Overnower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER 

SAFETY ANALYSES, IMBALANCE (continued) ,-'-- -LCO, and I • '"Re
'PLIC I IT reactor coolant flow condit i, t onnh 

DNB or fuel centerline("*1imitS. measur g 

give •bNB in tfeuniel Rbcuete yl pcfccr eak ir coolane low af o f y th rping A whe.  
c itions ýl•t r"oach1 SL, t~e unit .on opera wt h 

"---•-• Ce •nels n~ f n aTur P- 9o initi# 

odt . The Allowable Value for this Function is 

given ithe unit COLR because the cycle specific core 

peaking changes affect the Allowable Value.  

9. Main Turbine Trip (, Oil Pressure) 

S-,"• ) The Main Turbine Ti unction trips the reactor when 

the main turbine is 1' at high power levels. The ed,
Main Turbine Trip Function provides an early reactor 
trip in anticipation of the loss of heat sink 
associated with a turbine trip. The Main Turbine Trip 
Function was added to the B&W de$igned units in 
accordance with NUREG-0737 (Ref M) following the 
Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident. The trip lowers =•,Yecro *WC/ 

the robability of an RCS er r ie valve 

actuation for turbine trip cases. MSftr'ip 1A 
1 Atd h cpi- ýv 9s, ' eve reiyyXi mi1t - g t he ' j 

rae t )ich tV Int rated p6ntr Sy9em must/ 

rovide an a omatic runbaek on a furb*6e trp.u 

Each of the four turbine oil pressure switches feeds 
c;, f + our protection channels through'bufferntthat 

continuously monito6athe status of the contacts. .  
Therefore, failure of any pressure switch affects • 
protection channelt 

For the Main Turbine Trip Oil Pressu 
bistable, the Allowable Value of si s se ecte S..... •'to provide trip whenever CM .• a, oil 

pressure drops below the normal opeatin range.  a n tat te trip i enableU as requer y 

S/ J -• •.LCO, t4 reactor po t ass is set w~h an Allowabl• 

VA13Lr1. L .3- i A Val f 45% RTP The turbine trip is not required to 
protect ag inst events that can create a harsh 
environment in the turbine building. Therefore, 
errors induced by harsh environments are not included 
in the determination of the setpoint Allowable Value.  

(continued
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..- 2 I<INSERT B 3.3-18A> 

The reactor power bypass is designed to automatically remove the 
turbine oil pressure trip function from the bypassed condition at < 45% 
RTP. Alarms are available to alert operators when the bypass function 
is enabled. Should the automatic bypass removal function fail such that 
the channel remains in the bypassed state, the channel must be 

considered inoperable at power levels of > 45% RTP and the appropriate 
condition is entered. Failure of the automatic bypass removal feature 
alone or the inability to place the channel in a bypassed state when 
< 45% RTP does not constitute channel inoperability. The automatic 
bypass removal feature is tested to ensure its continued availability 
during the monthly CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE 10. Loss of Main Feedwater Pumos (Control Oil Pressure) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and The Loss of Main Feedwater Pumps (Control Oil 
APPLICABILITY Pressure) trip provides a reacto rip at high power ei

(continued) /- levels when both HFW pumps are The trip i - -
provides an early reactor trip in antic iation of th 

.f7tp,;V loss of heat sink associated with Thisl 
trip was added in accordance with NU 37 (Ref. .  
following the Three Mile Island Unit 2 accident. This 

• ,• trip -ovides a reactor trip a i owa e sfor 
a 4p!W~to minmi z.-.chaU s"t~othe f V.  

__ For the feedwater 0uftp'j-ntrol oil pressure bistable, 
the Allowablp Value ofQpsig is selected to provide 
a trip whenever feedwater pump control oil ressure 
dr s below the normal o eratin ran e. To ensur 

./#3 •t'hat th• trip is enab ed as required y the LCO,/he 
s"Ea r 13 3, -/13/--- reactoy power bypass is set with an llowabl V 

15%R The Loss of a a er umps (Control 
Oil Pressure) trip is not required to protect against 
events that can create a harsh environment in the 
turbine building. Therefore, errors caused by harsh 
environments are not included in the determination of 
the setpoint Allowable Value.  

11. Shutdown Bvoass RCS High Pressure

"<• The RPS Shutdown Bypass R"Joh-7P ess ýei provided 
.---n -.. for withdrawing the CONTROL RODS or 

Sh' the normal RCS Low Pressure trip set oint.  
The shutdown bypass KraJ nes 121 Drot -t'on durm,•q 

Pqwithdraw the safety groups of CONTROL RODS. This 
makes their negative reactivity available to terminate 
i aver neat i t dvit w teypns ansv ye 

/ ~ t\V iThis ensures thatsthe CONTROL RODS are all insertedj 
\, • b~pcse~,l lda •Lux trii ojZs Kn wn R eVorf power T1 

"- •_. • •per~ion can J~igin. Tfe operator is l)(quired ~o! remuve the s htdown bR.ass, rset the rfuclear/-

(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.3-19A>

Because the shutdown bypass high pressure trip setpoint is below the 
normal RCS low pressure trip setpoint, the reactor must be tripped while 
passing between these two setpoints.  

<INSERT B 3.3-19B> 

L OJ The reactor power bypass is designed to automatically remove the main 

feedwater pump oil pressure trip function from the bypassed condition at 
< 10% RTP. Alarms are available to alert operators when the bypass 
function is enabled. Should the automatic bypass removal function fail 
such that the channel remains in the bypassed state, the channel must 
be considered inoperable at power levels of > 10% RTP and the 
appropriate condition is entered. Failure of the automatic bypass 
removal feature alone or the inability to place the channel in a bypassed 
state when < 10% RTP does not constitute channel inoperability. The 
automatic bypass removal feature is tested to ensure its continued 
availability during the monthly CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES 

APPLICABLE 11. Shutdown Bvoass RCS High Pressure (continued) 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 
LCO, and ýOverp4Iwer--High Uer trip setoint, and in withd -w• 
LOtnrO afetv rod -g ouh s beforg proceedin th startru.j 

rArad Ck -tx r3 A Accidents analyzed in the /SAR, Chapterj14RV(Ref. 2), 

o no events that occur dulr utdown 
byass operation ecause t e ;onsequences of tise) 
evyflt's arA eele _ edco the y nts present*d iLn the

During shutdown bypass operation with the Shutdown 
Bypass RCS High Pressure trip active with a setpoint 
of <ýB720 psi and the Nuclear Overpower--Low 

oint •• 5% RTP, the trips listed 
below bypassed._ e •hx uul'X1011S, Ene 

"u-"- n -- 1 Press; *e trip•A Md the NLJ 1e 
v nwor-- SetnD t tri o~ct to i'-'event uniY'

heseKnctiov'is neci Sary.et -

4. RCS Low Pressure;

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure; 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power; and

Aiu-tar Ovpt POO--/ o_ 

The 

bef 

M ~ODES InZ) 
I OPE 

/,\ 57 M S3 
n,, CRD -trip byek'cir Ln as 

,'od ~ ~~ cr~ U) CT~J~ L~ P 

loci

Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and 
POWER IMBALANCE.

Measured AXIAL

Rev 1, 04/07/958 S.3-20BWOG STS
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BASES 

APPLICABLE Lii/ uH r je (contýinued)ý ý 
SAFETY ANALYSES, 

____....._, 

___ 
_____ 

LCO, and a ucea ower-- l epoint; 

APPLCABLIT 2. RCS4Iigh Ou~tlet Temperature;// 

3. RCS HiglrPressure; 

4. RCSow Pressure; 

< ; • -2J4 / 5. RCS Variable Lqw` Pressure; 

6. Reactor Bu ding High Pre ure; 

7. Reacto Coolant Pump o Power; and 

8. N ear Overpow RCS Flow and easured AXIAL 
WER IMBALA 

Functi/os 1, 4, 5 ', and-8 just l1 ted may be byp sed in 

ODE When R.CS 'essure is below [17203 psig, Pr vided the 
donBypa RCS High Press e and the Nuclear 

erwer- ws oint tri are placed in operation. Ud er 

these con tions, the Shu own Bypass RCS gh Pressurytrip 

and th uclear Overpow -Low setpoint ip act to prevent 
unit onditions from r Vaching a point wiere actuat)4n of 

the e Functions is n essary. "

Two ( Functions are required to be OPERABLE during 

portions of MODE 1. These are the Main Turbine Trip 

(Z Oil Pressure) and the Loss of Main Ferdwater Pumps 

(Control Oil Pr sure) trip. These Functions are ,ru mp > 

6b be _OPEB ve{4$4% RTP and ( R', respetvely.  
Analyses presente- in BMAW-1893 (Ref.--6) have shown that for 

operation below these power levels, the trips are not 

necessary to minimize challenges to the• as required by 

NUREG-0737 (Ref. .  

Because theG safety function of the RPS is. to trip the 
S OTRO 15 Re RPS is not required to be OPERABLE in 

h,3 4ON I r o)it 'fthe reactor trip breakers are open, or 

the CRD System-'s incapable of rod withdrawal; S' *arly, 

the RPS is not required to be OPERABLE in MODE• 'm 6• h.e 

CONTROL RODS arl from the CRDs.le( 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-21A> 

In MODE 1; in MODE 2, when not operating in shutdown bypass; and in 
MODE 3, when not operating in shutdown bypass but with any CRD trip breaker 
in the closed position and the CRD system capable of rod withdrawal, the 
following trips are required to be OPERABLE. These trips function to ensure 
that any withdrawn CONTROL RODS can be automatically inserted to make or 
maintain the reactor subcritical.  

1 .a. Nuclear Overpower-High Setpoint; and 

3. RCS High Pressure.  

In MODES 1 and 2, the following trips are required to be OPERABLE. These 
trips function as primary or as back-up trips to ensure that any withdrawn 
CONTROL RODS can be automatically inserted to make or maintain the reactor 
subcritical.  

2. Reactor Outlet High Temperature: and 

6. Reactor Building High Pressure.  

In addition, Function 6, Reactor Building High Pressure, is required to be 
OPERABLE in MODE 3, whenever any CRD trip breaker is closed and the CRD 
system is capable of rod withdrawal. In this MODE, this Function serves purely 
as a back-up to other required Functions.  

In MODE 1 and in MODE 2, when not in shutdown bypass operation, the 
following trips are required to be OPERABLE. These Functions operate to 
ensure that any withdrawn CONTROL RODS can be automatically inserted to 
make or maintain the reactor subcritical. These Functions are all bypassed 
when the channel is placed in a shutdown bypass condition. Therefore, they are 
not required to be OPERABLE during shutdown bypass operation.  

4. RCS Low Pressure; 

5. RCS Variable Low Pressure; 

7. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power; and 

8. Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Measured AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/1/2001



RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

APPLICABLE However, in MODE 2, 3, 4, or 5, e own Bypass R- ig 

SAFETY ANALYSES, Pressure and Nuclear Overpower-Low setpoint trips are 

LCO, and required to be OPERABLE if the CRD trip breakers are closed 

APPLICABILITY and the CRD System is capable of rod withdrawal. Under 

(continued) these conditions, the Shutdown Bypass RCS High Pressure and 
Sg'_.e_ k ( cn tin ed . . ....... Ovroe-o .... +oint trips u -•F - J 

ý c conditions that could challenge SLs.  
Nuclear Ovrpwr-o stittrp

ACTIONS Conditions A, B, and C are applicable to all RPS protection 

Functions. If a channel's trip setpoint is found 

nonconservative with respect to the required Allowable Value 

in Table 3.3.1-1, or the transmitter, instrument loop, 

signal processing electronics or bistable is found 

inoperable, the channel must be declared inoperable and 

wConditioni =9___C__I_ entered immediately.  

-iuh-e-numbr of ino c ane s in a trip Function 

exceed tho specified in the re ed Conditions associate 

with a jrp Function, then the nit is outside the s fety 

anal s. Therefore, LCO 3. . must be immediatel entered 

if pplicable in the curre O 

Re ewer's Note- If a unit is to e credit for topica 

eports as t basis for justif " g Completion Times, 

reports mu be suoPorted by NRC Staff Safety Ev uatioen fO 
Report R) that establish the acceptability o each 
4. •e •rnort for that u t.

If one or more Functions in one protection channel become 

-- __- ____ _ inoperable, the affected protection channel must be placed 

or 4ýe bpa'• 5 in bypass or tri If the channel is bypassed, all RPS 

I y . F-nctions are placed in a two-out-of-three logic 
6-.' 4Ae.• ('em,,,/*iau "i configuration and the bypass of any other channel is 

iVA A prevented. In this configuration, the RPS can still perform 

f-• . its safety function in the presence of a random failure of 

any single channel. Alternatively, the inoperable channel 

can be placed in trip. Tripping the affected protection 

channel places all RPS Functions in a one-out-of-three 
configuration.  

(continued) 
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS Li. continued) INSERT 
33 - 23IA 0-0 aIen iauratio a•a continue indefinitey 

SIn is n co urati e, is capa e O perT Its 

trip unction in the presence of any single random failure.  
The 1 hour Completion_Time is sufficient to perform Required 
Action A.1 

/ J.5 C P- T \ For Required Action B.1 and Required Action B.2, if one or 

more Functions in two protection channels become inoperable, 
one f two inoperable protection channels must be placed in 
ri n •e o er in Wass. These Required Actions placc.-' 

all PI Functions ina on-out-of-two~logic configuratioo3ov- Ck 

. - configurationgZthe RPS can still perform its safety 
2 . 0 functions in the presence of a random failure of any single 

channel. The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient time to 

perform Required Action B.1 and Required Action B.2 D
C-1 ) et AcVo,-& Z-2,11 

Required Action C.1 directs entry into the appropriate 
Condition referenced in Table 3.3.1-1. The applicable 
Condition referenced in the table is Function de endent. - 7P4he 

Ctrclt~t11[e an inot 'anel ha nnt u~ n ei 
ct fCondit" n B pp ic a n a tis oC e , I .  

~d ss ia d n tion i s d Condition C is -C 4k •y 0 4wo 

en ere a c he rovidet for transfer to the 6hrvnej. oire ) 

appropriate subsequent Condi ion.nI "p..Yý"AW, 

If • ReqiredActon n ssoc e Zip-let- nTme.• 

- A aeand Table 3.3.I-1 direc entryI 
into Condition D, the unit must be brought to a MODE in 
which the specified RPS trip Functions are not required to 
be OPERABLE. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-23A>

Another option is to maintain the channel, which contains one or more 
inoperable Functions, in an untripped and unbypassed state. In this case, 
bypass of the remaining three channels must be prevented. This is 
accomplished by tagging them, under administrative controls, to prevent their 
being bypassed. This option assumes that the inoperability of the Function(s) 
does not require the channel containing the inoperable Function(s) to remain in a 
tripped condition, and that the channel contains other Functions which remain 
OPERABLE.  

By maintaining the channel in an untripped and unbypassed state, the inoperable 
Function(s) are in a two-out-of-three logic configuration. This configuration is 
equivalent to bypassing the channel. However, by maintaining the channel in an 
untripped and unbypassed condition, the OPERABLE Functions within that 
channel remain in service in a normal two-out-of-four logic configuration.  

<INSERT B3.3-23B> 

The second inoperable channel may be bypassed or may be maintained in an 
untripped and unbypassed condition. If the channel is not bypassed, bypass of 
the remaining channels must be prevented. This is accomplished by tagging 
them, under administrative controls, to prevent their being bypassed. This 
option assumes that the inoperability of the Function(s) in the second channel 
does not require that channel to remain in a tripped condition, and that the 
channel contains one or more Function which remains OPERABLE.

ANO-1 ITS 5/1/2001INSERT



RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS D.1 and 0.2 (continued) 

from full power conditions in an orderly mapn.•r and to open 
all CRD trip breakers without challenging systems.  

If •Il Required Actio nosoation -Time 
in A ar n and Table 3.3.1-1 direc entry 

into Condition E, the unit must be brought to a MODE in 

which the specified RPS trip Functions are not required to 
be OPERABLE. To acnieve this status, all CRD trip breakers 
must be opened. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to open CRD trip 
breakers without challenging systems.  

IfcdWRequired Actio e m eti nTime'of/i .. • 
(UmitioAn MEX: no and Tabl e 3.3.1 - irecientryI 
into Condition F, the unit must be brought to a MODE in 
which the specified RPS trip Function is not required to be 

#0OPERABLE. To achieve this status, THERMAL POWER must be 
"0 reducidA<,544% RTP. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours 

is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach 
,A454%k RTP from full power conditions in an orderly manner 

wfthout challenging6 systems. e.a 

If (f)Required Actio nn ssociat•d Compleion Time• ]i ,6* 
L2ti or e and Table 3.3.I-IrerS7 entry r 

into Condition G, the unit must be brought to a nODE in 
which the specified RPS trip Function is not required to be 

PERABLE. T achieve this status, THERMAL POWER must be 
reduced < %RTP. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours e~ 

j_ easonr01 based on operating experience, to reach 
RTP from full -pgwe conditions in an orderly manner 

out challenging& systems. e_• 4 

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

The SRs for each RPS Function are identified by the SRs 
column of Table 3.3.1-1 for that Function. Most Futio 
are subject to CHANNEL CHECK CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 
CHANNEL CALIBRATIO I T est ing.  

The SRs are modified by a N 
the reader to Table 3.3.1-1 to determinethe correct SRs to 
perform for each RPS Function 

RevieW-i's Note: The CHANNEL,.4-JNCTIONAL TEST Freqencies 
arp.ased on approved topifal reports. For a lijnsee to 
4use these times, the li ,see must justify the requenci s 
.as required by the NR Ytaff SER for the topi'al repor

SR 3.3.1.1 prov,;e ect36 assitr#-ýVe 4 1 ýemWe&ýfc ;,ý0i4 ) 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours =us 
_iE a gross failure of instrumentation D. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to - parameter on other 

S-iIe •tAif cannels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between two instrument channels could be an indication of 
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 
something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 

S. between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff based on 
a obntion of( )channel instrument uncertaintie!(• 

channel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication 
that the transmitter or the signal processing equipment has 
drifted outside its limit. If the channels are within the 
criteria, it is an indication that the channels are 
OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale during 
times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will 
only verifU that they are off scale in the same direction.  
Off scale low current loop channels are verified to be 
reading at the bottom of the range and not failed downscale.

F®

The Frequency . ut 60etr-everY, ifift is based on operating 

Sexperience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-25A>

The agreement criteria includes an expectation of one decade of overlap when 
transitioning between neutron flux instrumentation. For example, during a power 
increase near the top of the scale for the intermediate range monitors, a power 
range monitor reading is expected with at least one decade overlap. Without 
such an overlap, the power range monitors are considered inoperable unless it is 
clear that an intermediate range monitor inoperability is responsible for the lack 
of the expected overlap.
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS the probability of two random failures in redundant channels 

in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK 

minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to 

failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK 

supplements less formal but more frequent checks of channel 

OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the displays 

associated with the LCO's required channels.  

For Functions that trip on a combination of several 

measurements, such as the Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and 

Measured AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Function, the CHANNEL CHECK 

must be performed on each input.  

SR 3.3.1.2 

This SR is the performance of a heat balance calibration for 

"the ower range channels ever hours when reactor power 

e is RTP. Theea aance ca ion consists of a 

Scomparison of the results of the calorimetric with the power 

0 o 0"6 . range channel output. The outputs of the ower range, 

\ channels are ouatzu to tIe ca orimetric. the 

-7-1 MAL~ PO W F- calorimetric e e Nuclear Instrumentation ysten 14^ 

"T"np-4 0f Ž , -. (NIS) channel o2p RTPo the NIS is-no-ec ared6' 
11/u, inoperable bu \must be-a Jute . the NI S channel cannot 

Ovie, c•re,,i 'Ibe pro erlv adjusted, the channel is declared inoperable. ( 

>Note clarifies that this survei-lance is require only 

N '- ' -- \_reactor power is > %WKRTP and that 24 hours is allowed for 

7 Ierforminq the first Surveillance after reachingq,02! 
v ada c17e riccuraze.  

S/-The power range channel's output shall be adjusted 

3.3 "•consistent with the calorimetric results if the•calorimetric 

e e the power range channel's output _{.1 RTP.Theý 

value ofA5% is adequatq because this value is assumed in 

the safety analyses of^AR, Chapter~1 
(Re ). s 

checks and, if necessary, the adjustment of the power range 

channels ensure that channel accuracy is maintained within < 

the analyzed error margins. The our Frequency is Lý 

adequate, based on unit operating experience, which 

demonstrates the change in the difference between the power 

range indication and the calorimetric results rarely exceeds 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-26A>

Two calorimetric calculations are routinely performed. One relies upon primary 
system parameters and the other relies upon secondary system parameters.  
The primary calorimetric is generally less accurate than the secondary 
calorimetric at higher power levels and more accurate at lower power levels. For 
comparison to the nuclear instrumentation, between 0 and 15% power, only the 
primary calorimetric (heat balance) is considered. From 15 to 100% power the 
calorimetric is weighted linearly with only the secondary heat balance being 
considered at 100% power.
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.2 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

l ip% in an hour period.  
Furthermore, the control room operators monitor redundant 
indications and alarms to detect deviations in channel 
outputs.  

A comparison of power range nucle insrumentation channels 
against incore detectors shall beeperformed at 31 da 
Frequency when reactor power is R 3Note c arifies f-L ' 

" 4 -that 24 hours is allowed for erformin the firstk • A 
-urveiance afer reac ing RTP.7Xf the ab2so te 

difference between the power range and incore4measuremen s 
is IU.RTP. the power range channel is not inoperable, /-TIN 

ia CRAN•I#L CALIBUION that a~just) the measured 
imbalance to agree with the incore measurements is 

If the pwerIrang channel cannot be properly A ,ILc" 
ec i r e , the channel is declared inoperable. The 

calculation of the Allowable Value envelope assumes a /.  
difference in out of core to incore'measurements of Z.5V.- 
Additional inaccuracies beyond those that are measured are 
also included in the setpoint envelope calculation. The 
31 day Frequency is adequate, considering that long term 
drift of the excore linear amplifiers is small and burnup of 
the detectors is slow. Also, the excore readings are a 
strong function of the power produced in the peripheral fuel 
bundles, and do not represent an integrated reading across' 
the core. The slow changes in neutron flux during the fuel 
cycle can also be detected at this interval.  

SR 3.3.1.4 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed n ch u d 
< ýto ensure that the entire channel will per orm e 

intended function. Setpoints must be found within the 
Allowable Values specified in Table 3.3.1-1. Any setpoint 
adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of the 
current C e setpoint analysis.  

Te a sfund and as eft values t a~lso be r (coded atnud) •rev ie ed for cons -tency wit the'assmtis •the 

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANC 
REQUIREMEN1 

K -<,UEZT

RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

CE SR 3.3.1.4 (continued)

"survei nce interval e ension analysis. The/requiremenp --<7) 
fors review are o ined in BAW•0]67 (Rof. 8).  

re Frequency of ] days on STAGGERE EST BASIS s 
consistent with e calculat* ns of Rfrence 7 th 
indicate the S retains a igh lev of reliabilV y for 

~-this test 'terval.  

This is the performanc of a NNEL CALIBRA FIONev-ery 
[92]sdays. This CHANNEL ALIBRATION normalize the power - 30 
rane channel output to he calorimetric coin ident with the\ 
i aalance output being rmalized to the imb ance condition Fed icted by the i ncore neutron detector sy yeem.a// 

The calibration for b h imbalance and tot 1 power is 
integrated in the po r imbalance detecto calibration 
procedure. The (92 day Frequency speci ied for the Nuclear/ 

,Overpower trip stri g is consistent wit the drift 
,assumptions made i the '[Unit Specifi Setpoint 
iMethodology]" (R . 4). Furthermore, ýperating experienc 
!shows the relia lity of the trip str ng is acceptable w n 
;calibrated on nis interval. A Note clarifies that the 
neutron detec rs are not required ro be tested as par of 
the CHANNEL LIBRATION. There is/no adjustment that an b 
made to the; etectors. Furthermo e, adjustment of t 
detectors i unnecessary because/they are passive d ices 
with minim 1 drift. Slow chang in detector sens ivityt 
are compe sated for by performi g the daily calori etric aliratn an• the monthl• axial channel calibr ion•.

A Note to the Surveillance indicates that neutron detectors 
are excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION. This Note is 
necessary because of the difficulty in generating an 
appropriate detector input signal. Excluding the detectors 
is acceptable because the principles of detector operation 
ensure a virtually instantaneous response.

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-28A> 

The Frequency of 31 days is based on operating experience, which has 

demonstrated through high reliability of the instrumentation, that failure of more 

than one channel, of a given Function, in any 31 day interval is rare.  

Testing in accordance with this SR is normally performed on a rotational basis, 

with one channel being tested each week. Testing one channel each week 

reduces the probability of an undetected failure existing within the system and 

minimizes the likelihood of the same systematic test errors being introduced into 

each redundant channel. The automatic bypass removal feature is verified for 
3-02 Jthe turbine oil pressure trip and the main feedwater pump oil pressure trip 

functions during the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.  

S3.3 
1-06
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.1.6 (continued)

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
channel, including the sensor. The test verifies that the 
channel responds to the measured parameter within the 
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves 
the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift to 
ensure that the instrument channel remains operational 
betwe ivetests. CHANNEL CALIBEATION shall find 
tha-a sup me t a d s t s errors are 
within te assumptionsof the n s eti setpoint 
analysis. CHANNEL CALIBRATIO imus epe rformed consistent 

) 2c) with the assumptions of the 5 sclfsetpoint analysis.A 

The Frequency is justified by the assumption of -a•nlji 
/{14•' month calibration interval in the determination of the 

/"mfg• nitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.  

This verifies indion.ual channel a t ai ting respoase timesa5 

NoetoteSu33aneiniaesta 
neuro d tieos 

aeless than or e of the he maxi t in ues assuperd in thea 

isace les becausnh nilso ~co prto 

makccident analysi Individual cof tonent response times arehe not modeled in/(he analyses. T~6analyses model the overall, or 1t l elaps ed t'ju from the poi nt at which th e p ar am e t e r x c e eds t he an al ~ c a l l im it a t~ t he se n s o r t o th1 oint 9#rod insertion.,Kiesponse time tt sting acceptanc) • crit lra for this unitare included in/Reference 1.  

[8Note to nthe [1] mt Fance indicates that neutron tectors 
-'are excluded fr RPS RESPONSE T1E testing. TI (otined) necessary bec iOse of the diffijt~lty in generattfig an appropriat •(etector input !ýtgna1. ExcludirWthe detectors is acce •~le because the p'inciples of dovtector operation e n s u r e • v i r t u a l l y i n s t n l n o s r p n e .  

Response time tests/itre co/dce •a [18] month STAGGýaED JtEST BASIS. Test~ifig of the final •ctuation devices, n•~c make up the bulX of the re~spons etime, is included'-Xfte testing of e ~c h chan ne . The fore, staggered týý ing results in•riesponse time veification of theseAl'vices every [18] montits. The [18] month Frequency is based on unit o.perating experience, which shows that random failures of 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-29A>

Whenever a sensing element is replaced, the next required CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION of the resistance temperature (RTD) sensors is accomplished by 
an inplace cross calibration that compares the other sensing elements with the 
recently installed sensing element.
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RPS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.1

BASES

1.  

2.
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RPS Manual Reactor Trip 
B 3.3.2 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.2 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Manual Reactor Trip 

BASES

BACKGROUND The RPS Manual Reactor Trip provides the operator with the 
ca abilit to trip the reactor from the control room in the 

Oabsence of any other trip condition. Manual trip is 
provided by a trip push button on the main control board.  
This push button operates four electrically independent 0aswitchesC ý ror a tr . This tri is inde endent ofthe automatic trip s ystem. As sown Figure [ ] Fv R, n j e rIF l (K V , , 1 ) • p o w e r f o r t e O N T R O L R0 D d r v r ( R D ) /_ eaker under 0 lt age coils and ntactor coils co mqs from -T/US/-' \ the reactoytrip modules (R . The manual tr switches • o l ) -•are loca !d between the R T •output and the b r eaker 

933,•3-•1A underv tage coils. Op ing of the switch opens the lineý \ )~to 6 breakers, tri p 4ng them. The swi Lhes also ener gi e 

:truebreaker shunt p mechanisms. Thae e is a separate ./" 
itc eri w ith the output of. each of the four RTMs.  All switches e actuated through..a mechanical linkage from 

a sinqle pu button. i_-

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANAL' 

S83.S- 3E

YSES
The Manual Reactor Trip ensures that the control room 
operator can initiate a reactor trip at any time. The 
Manual Reactor Trip Function is required as a backup to the 
automatic trip function nd rlows opirators 3o shut dow 
he ~ac o ewneever/any p ameterj4 rapioly tr"d p 

itrp set oint

LCO The LCO on the RPS Manual Reactor Trip requires that the 
trip shall be OPERABLE whenever the reactor is critical or 

C any time an flobreaker is closed and rods are 
Scapable of being withdrawn, including shutdown bypass. This 

enables the operator to terminate any reactivity excursion 
that in the operator's judgment requires protective action, 
even if no automatic trip condition exists.  

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-31A> 

As shown in Figure 7.1, SAR, Chapter 7 (Ref. 1), control power for the control 
rod drive (CRD) breakers and electronic trip assembly (ETA) relays comes from 
the reactor trip modules (RTMs). The manual trip switches are located between 
the RTM output and the breaker undervoltage coils, breaker undervoltage relays, 
and ETA relays. The switches also initiate actuation of the breaker shunt trip 
mechanisms. These are separate switches which are actuated through a 
mechanical linkage from a single push button. Opening of the switches opens 
the circuits to the breakers, tripping them.  

<INSERT B3.3-31B> 

Operating experience has shown the Manual Reactor Trip Function to be 
significant to public health and safety, and therefore satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 
CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).
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RPS Manual Reactor Trip 
B 3.3.2

BASES

LCO 
(continued)

APP

The Manual Reactor Trip Function is composed of four 
electrically independent trip switches sharing a common 
mechanical push button.

LICABILITY The Manual Reactor Trip Function is required to be OPERABLE 
in MODES 1 and 2. It is also required to be OPERABLE in 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 if any CRD trip breaker is in the closed 

-- . position and if the CRD System is capable of rod withdrawal.  
Ye The o safety function of the RPS is to trip the CONTROL 

ROD -- erefore, the Manual Reactor Trip Function is not 
needed in MODE 3, 4, or 5 if the reactor trip breakers are 
open or if the CRD System is incapable of rod withdrawal.  
Similarly, the RPS Manual Reactor Trip is not needed in 
MODE 6 he CONTROL RODS arý pl from the CRDs.

ACTIONS A._I

Condition A applies when the Manual Reactor Trip Function is 
found inoperable. One hour is allowed to restore FunLct i o 
to OPERABLE status. The automatic functions and various 
alternative manual trip methods, such as removing power to 
the RTMs, are still available. The 1 hour Completion Time 
is sufficient time to correct minor problems.  

.1 ande-2, Ac~" C j 5 C2ý" 4Sed 6o &10 ei'1 Tk i 

(VftV~ff nail a ftbl-i unction inoperbea (t~q&-rft~j!6tieus within to dt rlRPZke

2, or 3, the unit must be placed in a MODE in w ic manual 
trip is not required. Required Action 8.1 and Required 
Action 8.2 place the unit in at least MODE 3 with all CRD 
trip breakers open within 6 hours. The allowed Completion 
Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating zq.  
experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

C 1 o rho ) 
C.1 c(.ci O e-,LiO.w 1½-1'"Ccl C 1-0 

•ed OPERBLE~ta~•'swithin 1 u in 

(continued)
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RPS Manual Reactor Trip 
B 3.3.2

BASES 

ACTIONS C.1 (continued) 

or 5, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which manual trip 
is not required. To achieve this status, all CRD trip 
breakers must be opened. The allowed Completion Time of 
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
open all CRD trip breakers without challenging unit systems.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.2.1 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST of the Manual Reactor Trip Function. This test 
verifies the OPERABILITY of the Manual Reactor Trip by 
actuation of the CRD trip breakers. The Frequen-y shall be 
once prior to each reactor startup if not performed within 
the preceding 7 days to ensure the OPERABILITY of the Manual 
Reactor Trip Function prior to achieving criticaijt. The.
Frequency was developed in consideration that , .  
Surveillance, (only performed during a unit outage.

REFERENCES 1. -/SAR Cha ter 7%

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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RPS-RTM 
B 3.3.3

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.3 Reactor Protection System (RPS)-Reactor Trip Module (RTM) 

BASES

BACKGROUND The RPS consists of four independent Drotection channels, 
each containing an RTM. Figure[, PSAR, Chapter,,•f[ eA_1 
(Ref. 1), shows a typical RPS protection channel and the 
relationship of the RTM to the RPS instrumentation, manual 
trip, and AONTROL RO7ldrive (CRD) trip devices. The RTM 
receives bistable trip signals from the functions in its own 
channel and channel trip signals from the other three 
RPS-RTMs. The RTM provides these signals to its own 
two-out-of-four trip logic and transmits its own channel 
trip signal to the two-out-of-four logic of the RTMs in the 
other three RPS channels. Whenever any two RPS channels 
transmit channel trip signals, the RTM logic in each channel 
actuates to remove 120 VAC power from its associated CRD 
trip device.

The RPS trip scheme consists of series contacts that are 
operated by bistables. During normal unit operations, all 
contacts are closed and the RTM channel trip relay remains 
energized. However, if any trip parameter exceeds its 
setpoint, its associated contact opens, which de-energizes 
the channel trip relay.  

When an RTM channel trip relay de-energizes, several things 
occur: 

a. Each of the four (4) output logic relays "informs" its 
associated RPS channel that a reactor trip signal has 
occurred in the tripped RPS channel; 

b. The contacts in the trip device circuitry, powered by 
the tripped channel, open, but the trip device remains 
energized through the closed contacts from the other 
RTMs. (This condition exists in each RPS-RTM. Each 
RPS-RTM controls power to a trip device.); and 

c. The contact in parallel with the channel reset switch 
opens and the trip is sealed in. To re-energize the 
channel trip relay, the channel reset switch must be 
depressed after the trip condition has cleared.  

(continued)
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RPS-RTM 
B 3.3.3

BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

When the second RPS channel senses a reactor trip condition, 
the output logic relays for the second channel de-energize 
and open contacts that supply power to the trip devices.  
With contacts opened by two separate RPS channels, power to 
the trip devices is interrupted and the CONTROL RODS fall 
into the core.

A minimum of two out of four RTMs must sense a trig 
conditiont tr unc a nsacan trip. Alsorecaucte thrp.  b(s- b lq4-e rp•4ay cont 1tsI for ach fu56cti6WnareAn ser_,es Awith• 
th4 chann~l trip rlavsfTtwo channel trips caused by 
-different trip functions can result in a reactor trip.

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

n MODF-5 3, q, ez if 5 

C~t~C~D idybreaer
.4' 

uv~t(f /se jOS*P.~ <

Accident analyses rely on a reactor trip for protection 
of reactor core integrity, reactor coolant pressure boundary 
integrity, and reactor building OPERABILITY. A reactor trip 
must occur when needed to prevent accident conditions from 
exceeding those calculated in the accident analyses. More 
detailed descriptions of the applicable accident analyses 
are found in the bases for each of the RPS trip Functions in 
LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor Protection System (RPS) 
Instrumentation."

LCO The RTM LCO requires all four RTMs to be OPERABLE. Failure 
of any RTM renders a portion ofthe RPS inoperablq) 

TM~~~uRT St be;VERABL •o ensujta ý eacfo.~p =bldotri f eded p~tme re acwirts crilJfi(l. .  

XIT i nea he eý able to receive and 
jjTM MAt+ 1le n erpret trip signals from its own and other•P.JP chnnels 

and to open its associated trip device. ? ---

The requirement four channels to be OPERABLE ensures that 
a minimum of two PS channels will remain OPERABLE if a 
single failure has occurred in one channel and if a second 

(continued)
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RPS-RTM B 3.3.3

BASES

LCO 
(continued)

channel has been bypassed in1U vel.1-Mc . e 
This two-out-of-four trip Togic also ensures that a single 
RPS channel failure will not cause an unwanted reactor trip.  
Violation of this LCO could result in a trip signal not 
causing a reactor trip when needed.

APPLICABILITY The RTMs are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2. They 
are also required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5 if any 
CRD trip breakers are in the closed position and the CRD 
System is capable of rod withdrawal. The RTMs are designed 
to ensure a reactor trip would occur, if needed ,jj 

__r_____ i_-__ . This exist in of 
these MODES; therefore, the RTMs must beOPERABLE.  

ACTIONS A.1.1, A.1.2. and A.2 

When an RTM is inoperable, the associated CRD trip breaker 
must then be placed in a condition that is equivalent to a e• 

tripped condition for the RTM. Required Action 
Required Action A.1.2 requires this either by ijn ýthe 
CRD trip breaker or by removing power to the CR0 trip 
device. Tripping one RTM or removing power opens one set of 
CRD trip devices. Power to hold up CONTROL RODS is still 
provided via the parallel CRD trip device(s). Therefore, a 
reactor trip will not occur until a second protection 
channel trips.  

To ensure the trip signal is registered in the other 
channels, Required Action A.2 requires that the inoperable 
RTM be removed from the cabinet. This action causes the 
electrical interlocks to indicate a tripped channel in the 
remaining three RTMs. Operation in this condition is 
allowed indefinitely because the actions put the RPS into a 
one-out-of-three configuration. The 1 hour Completion Time 

or mttc. PjiAS is sufficient time to perform the Required Actions.  

I •t Hb€ ',2or•Jl B.I.B8.2.1. and B.2.2 / "• 

Condition B applies if the Required c ion o Condition A 

are not met OrrO t ei _reu o om zioPo _min MODE 1, 
2, or 3. In this case, the unit must be placed in a MODE inn

(continued)
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RPS-RTM 
B 3.3.3 

BASES 

ACTIONS B.I. 82.1. and B.2.2 (continued) +rip bjeo0r-S 

which the LCO does not apply. This is done by placing the 
unit i' at least NODE 3 with all CRD trip breakers open or 
with 1l power toý CRD s removed within 6 hours. H ® 
The owed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based 
on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.  

~--_ 
t t14K#s C.1 and C.2 -,--' 

Condition C applies if the Required Action" sc --+e , -/c•ior 

are not met ihTin ree om tio in MODE 4 
or 5. In this case, the unit must be placed in a MODE in 4,_ 
which the LCO does not apply. This is done by opening all 
CRD trip breakers or removing al power CRD 
The allowed Completion Time of hours is reasonable based 
on operating experience, to open all CRD trip rea ers or 
remove all power to the CRD System without challenging unit 
systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.1 
REQU IREMENTS 

The •k'e defi a chan el as be g OPERABLE r up to 
8 *6urs whi bypasse for Sur illance tes ng. The Note 
Iy.lows ch nel byp for te ing without efining it 
inopera e altho during is time pe od it canno 
actua a reacr trip, / is allowan is based o the 

iass n othe RrPSr iability a lysis in B 10167 
( f 2)t t8 hur is the aver e time requied to 
,e~rfor0 annel Sreillamce. e analysis monstrated Sthat to orIo ede ot •ignificant• 

Jredu;e the probi'lngaht e RPS will/ rip when / 
Snecessary, l•Iso accej able to rolktinely remo / 

I~ ~ ~i chnesf•sri e fomore than 4 hours to •~o• / 
/required ý rveillance .sting. Such a practic would be 
Scontrary/to the assugoti ons of the, rel iability analysist.hatJ 

- J u s t if edt h . L C ' ./ o p le t io n T i m e .

L Review~~s Note:Ahe C];_NEL FUNCTMNAL TESLJT equency is 
base on an apptwoved•Apical re Být. For; licensee to 

(continued)
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RPS-RTM 
B 3.3.3

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.3.1 (continued) 

REQU I REMENTS th•Frequei , the li nsee must j g ify th iequency as 
1 quuired b.the NRC e 1iaff SER for 1e too I report.  

The S s include performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST r. days n ,EST SI. is test snal 
verify e OPERABILI o the RTM and its ability to receive and properly respond to channel trip anld reactor tri , 

sina0s. 'a ons av shown that Pe Frequency 
S tains ah 1 1e of 3 r abil of he trtrTTrr Sste in W-O1;17 (Ref.. 2)

REFERENCES 1. ISAR, Chapter 7. -

W-.2. -MCa A,)O .  S8A W- 6 , May : r 6., --.- -.- --- -.- -- --- - "

YTh-�'c-/'� QŽ*"" - , .  

-;j , e:L >,, . . , t/ Ae.'. , <
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<INSERT B3.3-38A>

The Frequency of 92 days is based on operating experience, which has 
demonstrated through high reliability of the instrumentation, that failure of more 
than one RTM in any 92 day interval is rare (Ref. 3).  

Testing in accordance with this SR is normally performed on a rotational basis, 
with one RTM being tested each 23 days. Testing one RTM each 23 days 
reduces the probability of an undetected failure existing within the system and 
minimizes the likelihood of the same systematic test errors being introduced into 
each redundant RTM.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/1/2001



CRD Trip Devices 
B 3.3.4 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.4 COMiV R# Drive (CRD) Trip Devices 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The Reactor Protection System (RPS) contains multiple CRD 
_ trip devices: two AC trip breakers, two DC trip breaker 

airs, an electronic trip assembly (ETA) relays. The 
system has two separate paths (or channeqls), with each path 
having one AC breakertin series wita pair of DC 

r breakers orm ETA relays in parallel. Each path provides 
tl cY) 1,o4)//y ,vID-Th-de-pendent power to the CROs. Either path can provide 

5er-je6 w,4 4 sufficientj ower to lperate the entire CRD System.  

Figure :- AIAR, Chapter ] (Ref. 1), illustrates the 

configuf'ition of CRD trip devices. To trip the reactor, 
power to the CRDs must be removed. Loss of power causes the 
CRD's mechanisms to release the CONTROL RODS, which then 
fall by gravity into the core.  

Power to CRDs is supplied from two separate unit sources 
through the AC trip circuit breakers. These breakers are 

a A anddB, and their undervoltage and shunt trip 
c are by RPS channels A and B, respectively.  

GFrom the circuit breakers, the CRD power travels through 
voltage regulators and stepdown transformers. These devices 
in turn supply redundant buses that feed the DC power 64.'As 
supplies and the regulating rod,• 

The DC power supplies rectify t m an" ply power 
to hold the safety rods in their fully withdrawn position.  
One of the relundant power sources supplies phase A; the 

cc), p a-j Either phase being energized is sufficient 
to hold the rod. Two breakers are located on the output f 
each Dower supply. Each breaker controlsLpower tom ae;6;f i 

k a*. 0 e the our sa e y ro groups. he un ervoltage and shunt trip 
coils on the two circuit breakers on the output of one of 
the power supplies is controlled by RPS channel C. The 
other two breakers are controlled by RPS channel D.  

-In addition to the DC power supplies, the redundant buses 
T-0&3 APalso supply ower to the regulatingtand auxiliary power 

Au lies. heepower su ies cons o "As a• are,
ga e on y ograimin amps. Pr ramming la 4) power s -g-r-8.3 •- 3 ql co rolled y contac s (E andF, which ar' controld by 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-39A>

These power supplies contain silicon controlled rectifiers (SCRs), which are 
gated on and off to provide power to, and remove power from, the phases of the 
CRD mechanisms. The gating control signal for these SCRs is supplied through 
the closed contacts of the ETA relays. These contacts are referred to as E and 
F contactors, and are controlled by the C and D RPS channels, respectively.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/1/2001



CRD Trip Devices 
B 3.3.4 

BASES 

BACKGROUND RPS er. One of )e redundant progranmii lamp supplies 
(continued) isont~lled by pVS channel C; the other by RPS channeVQi 

-raEE qs The AC breaker and DC breakers are in series in one of the 

power supplies; whereas, the redundant AC breaker and DC 
rea er are in series in the other power supply to the 

or p'A St( CONTROL RODS. The logic required to cause a reactor trip is 

ýýthe openin of a circuit breakerAin each of the redundant 
power supp ies. he pair of Dc circuit breakers on the 

o- •TA re• " output of the power supply are treated as one breaker.) 
This is known as a one-out-of-two taken twice logic. The 

following examples illustrate the operation of the reactor 
trip circuit breakers.  

a. If the A AC circuit breaker opens: 

1. the input power to associated DC power supply is 
lost, and 

2. the SCR supply from the associated power source 
is lost.  

b. If the D DC circuit breaker(s) and F contactors open: 

1. the output of the redundant DC power supply is 
lost and the safety rods de-e a n 

2. when the F contactor opens, 1e 
vower is lost and the regula rn ods will be 
de-energized.  

c. The combination of (a) and (b) causes a reactor trip.  

Any other combination of at least one circuit breaker 

opening in each power supply will cause a reactor trip.  

In summary, two tripped RPS channels will cause a reactor 
trip. For example, a reactor trip occurs if RPS channel B 
senses a low Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure condition 
and if RPS channel C senses a variable low RCS pressure 
condition. When the channel B bistable relay de-energizes, 
the channel trip relay de-energizes and opens its associated 
contacts. The same thing occurs in channel C, except the 

variable love pressure bistable relay de-energizes I,,-- - 'm 

channel C trip relay. When the output logic relays 

gize h dC c n k " t o 
#riprO-k\ AF Acc e, , ~r~4CbOV- +i-9MO A4 

C-ý )(VILd. e~c-li -/-rp he~ker- continue
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CRD Trip Devices B 3.3.4

pgpower is removeo.  
resulting in a reactor trip.

APPL ICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

posu10r r'11W

Accident analyses rely on a reactor trip for protection 

of reactor core integrity, reactor coolant pressure boundary 

integrity, and reactor building OPERABILITY. A reactor trip 

must occur when needed to prevent accident consequences from 

exceeding those calculated in the accident analyses. The 

control rod insertion limits ensure that adequate rod worth 

is available upon reactor trip to shut down the reactor to 

the required SDM. Further, OPERABILITY of the CRD trip 

devices ensures that all CONTROL RODS (1 cepl;EGro S8 will 

trip when required. More detailed descriptions •f the 

applicable accident analyses are found in the Bases for each 

of the individual RPS trip Functions in LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor 

Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation."

ip devices satisfy Criterion 3

jeId i�

Ie( -CO requires.all of tp devices to be OPERABLE.X .C Thýe LCO requires all oft 
Failure of andCRD ripdevice renders a portion of the RPS 
ilure a I uc-ut e r ere 1 ity ne cteP 

Y•e ithout reliable CRD reactor trip circuit 
reekers and associated support circuitry, a reactor trip 

[IZ~ occur when initiated either automatically or 
manua y 

All trip evices shall be OPERABLE to ensure that the 
reactor remains capable of being tripped any time it is 

critical. OPERABILITY is defined as the CRD trip device 
being able to receive a reactor trip Aignal and to respond 

t tri ignal by interrupting W power to the CR0s.  

Bt o e -Atbreaker's trip devices and the.breaker itself 
- mus e unctioning properly for the & breaker to be 

OPERABLE.  
ýNSRT- 3.3-41A> 

Requiring all breakers and ETA relays to be OPERABLE ensures 

that at least one device in each of the two power paths to 

theRDs will remain OPERABLE even with a single-ailurS. --' 

Lri ,1-ODE. / , 4
i/ •' A ,'D.~S .... ... ~ "/- L'~9~D 1t ~��nre d

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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<INSERT B3.3-41A>

Both ETA relays associated with each of the three regulating rod groups and the 
two ETA relays associated with the auxiliary power supply must be OPERABLE 
to satisfy the LCO. The ETA relays associated with the APSR power supply are 
not required to be OPERABLE because the APSRs are not designed to fall into 
the core upon initiation of a reactor trip.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/1/2001



CRD Trip Devices 
B 3.3.4 

BASES 

LCO rRequiying al /devices 9PERABLE $4so enspres that a/singA 

(continued) faii(re wi not cau: an unw ted reaZtor trip./ _ 

APPLICABILITY The CRD trip devices be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and 

in MODES 3, 4, and 5 when any CRD trip breaker is in the 

closed position and the CRD System is capable of rod 

withdrawal.  

The CRD trip devices are designed to ensure that a reactor 

trip would occur if needed _ o s 

Z & Sincg con ion in a of these MODES, the 

CRD trip evices be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

eA; 4+:

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate 

Condition entry is allowed for each CRD trip device.  

C i on 

Condition A represents reduced redundancy in the CRD trip 

Function. Condition A applies when: 

* One diverse trip Function (undervoltage or shunt trip 

device) is inoperable in one or more CRD trip 

breaker(s)Aor breaker pair; or 

* One diverse trip Function is inoperable in both DC 

trip breakers associated with one protection channel.  

In this case, the inoperable trip Function does not 

need to be the same for both breakers.  

A. and A.2 

If one of the diverse trip Functions on a CRD trip breaker 

/•or breaker pairj becomes inoperable, actions must be taken 

to preclude the inoperable CRD trip device from preventint1 a 

reactor trip when needed. This is done by manually fIen.

the inoperable CRD trip breaker or by removing power from 

the o I inoperable CRD trip breaker.  

Either of these actions places the affected CRDs in a 06 
one-out-of-two trip configuration, which precludes a single

(continued)
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CRD Trip Devices 
B 3.3.4 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 (continued) 

failure, which in turn could prevent tripping of the 
reactor. The 48 hour Completion Time has been shown to be 

acceptable through operating experience.  

Condition B represents a loss of redundancy for the CRD trip 
Function. Condition B applies whence 

"o /~neor mor CRD rip bre er(s) or- reatk pair] /il 
nI f n_•fnc o'n o eitheri Idervx~age or shunt tripY 

WTýC-W.bop-bp reakerrs aassocK .a~dwt ' •oecm••t)• / 

Required Action B.1 and Required Action B.2 are the same as 
Required Action A.1 and Required Action A.2, but the 

e Completion Time is shortened. The 1 hour Completion Time 
allowet p or remove power from the CRD trip breaker 
-Y`T.•.•-PM operator to take all the appropriate actions for 

the inoperable breaker and still ensures that the risk 
involved is acceptable.  

Condition C represents a loss of redundancy for the CRD trip 
Function. Condition C applies when one or more ETA relays 
are inoperable. The preferred action is to restore the ETA 

• vi-_/r gO~/- relay to OPERABLE status. If this cannot be done he "roperator can perform one of (on e(iminate 
liance on the failed ETA relay. Th first option is tor AJ5 

switc e a ec e rgro up to an alternate power 

.X ,W -,CA. AA- + o OkRA C- su1 This removes the ai ed ETA relay from the tri 

sequence, and jhe unit can operate indefinitely. e see 

!O eki. ;2PFAAi3 -6_ rJ option is to to- the corresponding AC CR0 trip breaker.  
rhi •• e 7It•e the safety function being performed, thereby 

-_1 • 5 inating th failed ETA relay from the trip sequence.  

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-43A>

The second option is to transfer the affected CONTROL ROD group to a DC 
holding power supply. This option is only available if the affected group is a 
safety rod group and the affected power supply is the auxiliary power supply.  
The third option is to open the inoperable ETA contacts. This option results in 
the safety function being performed.
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CRD Trip Devices 
B 3.3.4 

BASES 

ACTIONS £ .i' continued) RdLt 

The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient to perform the 
Required Action. z 

0.1. D.2.1. and D.2.2 4bi e#1ATJ .  

If the Reouired Actions if Condition A, B, or C are not-met• 
k_* the jfuire et i m in MCDE 1,2, or 3, the 
unit m-u-sbe-brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not 
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought t 
at least MODE 3, with all CRD trip breakers open or with 

l power po o CR0D mremoved within 6 hours. The allowed 
Com letion Time oT-- hours is reasonable, based on operating 

Sr. experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

E.1 and E.2 C 
If the Required Actions of Condition A, B, or C are not met 

5•L• ~tfe regdeyofretion in MODE 4 or 5, the unit 
must be brought to a MODE in whic the LCO does not apply.  
To achieve this status, all CRD trip breakers must be opened 
or (I CHpower toa removed within 6 hours. The 

lowed Completi e of 6 ours is reasonable, based on 
- era in ex erlence o o en all CRD trip breakers or 
remove power n CRD yS t without challenging unit 
systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.1 
REQUIREMENTS -3 

3.3.4.1 is to perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 
0P _days. This test verifies the OPERABILITY of the trip ,_.  

evices by actuation of the end devices. Also, this test / 
,ý independently verifies the undervoltage and shunttri 

mechanisms of the- breakers. The Frequency of days is H261 
on operating experience, which has demonstrated that 

failure of more than one channel of a given function in any -/ 

day interval is a rare eventt._ ..3j• 

9-gT/3.3-/LIA 

REFERENCES 1. -%SAR, Ch t 

"2. /OCF 3.-6 
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<INSERT B3.3-44A>

Testing in accordance with this SR is normally performed on a rotational basis, 
with one channel being tested each 23 days. Testing one channel each 23 days 
reduces the probability of an undetected failure existing within the system and 
minimizes the likelihood of the same systematic test errors being introduced into 
each redundant trip device.
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Source Range Neutron Flux 
B 3.3.9

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.9 Source Range Neutron Flux 

BASES

BACKGROUND The source range neutron flux channels provide the operator 
with an indication of the approach to criticalit a o 

tlron =,. These channels also provide 
the operator with a flux indication that reveals changes in 
reactivit an ps e at is bemin-antai 

The source range instrumentation has two redundant,,count 
rate channels originating in two high sensitivity on C, -bers 
" lr n Two source range detectors a
externaall y located on opposite sides of the core(WD 

q.-.T-\ hese channels are used over a counting range of 0.1 cps to 
cps and are displayed on the operator's control console 
erms of log count rate. The channels also measure the 

rate of change of the neutron flux level, which is di Iyed 
.- for the operator in terms of startup rate from ý0 eca es -

t. to •decades per minute. An interlock provides a control 
__-__ "--__________-'r-rod withdraw "inhibit" on a high startup rate of -2 decades 

/7-AS I ?"rer i'ck I S per minute in either channel.f 
. . when /I/• ' The$roporional c, unters of the source range channels are 

ý e,-neJ••Jie llpy• • B3 chal rs. T detecr high voyage is autpmatically 
/ CA.e , / 'urne off wh the fl level is pproximate,}9 one decade 

/, abo the u ul ope ting rane. Converse@, the higl( 
Or/Pv /r. ra'e eA U 0 v age i turned automatimilly when t)(e flux level 

/ CA,?jweL. re. A eturns o withi approximatily one decide of the,4etector 
o % X maxim useful ange. High voltage will be turned offT 

a...-'- at aticalIyI hen the fTux level is!/above 1E-10 amp in/both 
in erediate'range channels, or 10% power in power range 
'k.n~ 1

APPLICABLE The source range neutron flux channels are necessary to 
SAFETY ANALYSES monitor core reactivity changes. the primary means 

0for detectin Vand triggering opera or actions to respond to 
reactivity transients initiated from conditions in which the 
Reactor Protection System (RPS) is not required to be 
OPERABLE. ((Palso triggerf operator actions to anticipate 
RPS actuation in the event of reactivity transients starting 

- from shutdown or low power conditions.  

(continued)
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Source Range Neutron Flux 
B 3.3.9

BASES____________________ __

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

(continued)

LCO

The source ran e neutr n flux channels satisfy Criterion 
of' •fh ol(y Steien)

source ranae neutron flux cannel shall be OPERABLE 
C•h•er th fntrol rod~r~re caoable/of beino withcbi~an.,o 

provide the operator with refn nt source range neutron 
instrumentation. The source ranoe instrumentation tL rovýes 
primary power indication at o,;ýiE-lO amp on 
intermediate range instrumentation and must remain OPERABLE 
for the operator to continue increasing power.

AN-ote 6be-ena-- a llowing detector high voltage to be-' 
de-en gized aboveeIE-1O amp on the interimediate range 
ch els. Above his point, the sourc ange 

strumentati is no longer the pripiry power indicat 
As such, th'igh voltage to the sxirce range detecto$ may 

be de-energized.

-o
APPLICABILITY IA source range neutron fLux channele shall be OPERABLE in 

WE 2 to provideý indication during an approach to 
criticality. Neutron flux level is sufficient for 
monitoring on the intermediate range and on the power range 
instrumentation prior to entering MODE 1; therefore, source 
range instrumentation is not required in MODE 1.

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, source range neutron flux 
instrumentation shall be OPERABLE to provide the operator 
with a means of monitoring nd to provide an 
early indication of reactivity changes. 1u 

The requirements for source range neutron ux 
instrumentation during MODE 6 refueling operations are 
addressed in LCO 3.9.2 1, *Nuclear Instrumentation."

ACTIONS

t 
ekst

CA.1 I T he ired Action for on channel of the source..ange .--.4C) 
netiron flux indication* operable with THERMAýIAOWER 
L IE-1O amp on the in ediate range neutroriTlux / 

(continued)
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Source Range Neutron Flux 
B 3.3.9 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.J. (continu 

instrumen tion is to delay i reasing reactor p er until 
the ch el is repaired an estored to OPERA status. .

This imits power increa s in the range wh the operator 
re solely on the so e range instrument tion for power 
*1dication. The Co etion Time ensures he source ran is 
available prior t further power incre es. Furthermo , it 
ensures that p rremains below the oint where the 
intermediate ange channels provie rimary protect n until 
both sourc range channels are av lable to suppor the 
overlap v rification required by R 3.3.9.4.  

WI h rce range neutron flux channelf) inoperable with Ii'
.P ~ 1E-lO amp on the intermediate ran e neutron 

>'7ke 1 c•tO ' •\ flux ins rumentation, the operators must place t0e eato ( / - h.• n-- ~e nex west conion forhich atuc 

/ 5uired This is done by 1 23 
possib ii i .4 •c inimmediately suspending positive reactivity additions, -._9-Z S1 initi tion to insert all CONTROL RODS, and openin 

j,• ' •, the R drive tri breakers-within- 1 hour. Periodic e ;t 
•(e c1v..j SON erification S__ I /,)is then required to provide acu 

Srcmeans for detecting the slow reactivity chanqes that coul - A(7-?OL 
be caused by mechanisms other than Wtfithdrawal or R ,0 0) 
operations involving positive reactivity changes. Since the 
source range instrumentation rovides the only reliable 

-- Eirec in ica ion o power in c , the operators
must continue to verify the SDM every 12 hours until at 
least one channel of the source range instrumentation is 
returned to OPERABLE status. Required Action e *ied 
Action V , anm Kequired Action j3 preclude rapid positive 
rea tivit additions. The 1 hour Completion Time fo 

A Require c ion 3 and Required Action .4 provides 
sufficient time for operators to accomplish the actions.  
The 12 hour Frequency for performing the SDM verification 

s e hat the reactivity changes possible -with CONTROL 
,• __i nserted are detected before SDM limits are challenged.  

96LýrN,5acxa < V f'r B 3.3 62 A)

With switho jr > 1E-1O amp in MODE 2, 3, 4, or 5 on the 

intermediate range neutron flux instrumentation, continued 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-82A> 

If no indication of intermediate range flux is available, these Required Actions are 
also appropriate.  

<INSERT B3.3-82B> 

RCS temperature changes are permitted, however, provided the effects of such 
temperature changes are accounted for in the SDM calculations.
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Source Range Neutron Flux 
B 3.3.9

BASES

ACTIONIS (continued) 

operation is allowed with or torelsource range neutron 
flux channelM inoperable. -The ability to continue operation 
is justified because the instrumentation does not provide a 
safety function during high power operation. However, 
actions are initiated within 1 hour to restore the 

i re-d channelo to OPERABLE status for future availability. The 
7FIVIERJ Completion Time of 1 hour is sufficient to initat the 

action. The action must continue until channeli F 
restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.9.1 
REQU IREM4ENTS Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours 4 f("o 

ILa gross failure of intuetto A 

pnv%4 re&asevx6L CHANNEL CHECK is normally a cornarison of the parameter 
o.$susL t oindicated on one channel to Ca parameter on oth 

'~ ~owk ~A A eA0a channels. It is based on the assumpti~ tisr~iin 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read L•9r 

approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between the two instrument channels could be an indication 
of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 
something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based 

on a combination of t channel instrument uncertaintiese 
ncJ n so, n, Inon, ra If a 

c-annel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication 
that the (rs ottq 0 signal processing equipment has 
drifted oUtside itS 1imit. If the channels are within the 
criteria, it is an indication that the channels are 
OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale during 
times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will 
onl erif h th L aree off scal the same direction.  

( ale low Xcgrent loop chhaanqpIs are veri le to'b , / =e•F 
•e•Vngatthv~ottomofte nendntfaeddnsle 

•/'\S'6- C3, •-A'7 The Frequency, -1• once• rY sb-i-f is based on operating 
experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-83A>

The agreement criteria includes an expectation of one decade of overlap when 

transitioning between neutron flux instrumentation. For example, during a power 

reduction near the bottom of the scale for the intermediate range monitors, a 

source range monitor reading is expected with at least one decade overlap.  

Without such an overlap, the source range monitors are considered inoperable 

unless it is clear that an intermediate range monitor inoperability is responsible 

for the lack of the expected overlap.

ANO-1 ITS
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Source Range Neutron Flux 
B 3.3.9 

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.3.9.1 (continued) 

the probability of two random failures in redundant channels 

in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK 

minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to 

failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK 

supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of 

channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the 

displays asso iat with th L's required channel@. When 

oprt 2ý ,_Kn-urý4ir Ac A* CHANNEL CHECK is still 
Srequired.-However,- in this condition, a redundant source 

ran e available for comparison. CHANNEL CHECK may 

/S I e-l•pe--rformed via comparison with intermediate range 

detectors, if available, and verification that the OPERABLE 

source range channel is energized and indicating a value 

consistent with current unit status.

SR 3.3.9.2 

K -orsource range neutron flux channel@, CHANNEL CALIBRATION 

is a complete check and readjustment of the channel@ from 

the preamplifier input to the indicato4 This test 

verifies the channel responds to measured parameters within 

e• te the necessary ran e and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION 

eaves e c anne for instrument drift 

MALk'A 0oA to ensure that the instrument channel remains operational 
between successive tests.  

The SR is modified by a Note excluding neutron detectors 

from CHANNEL CALIBRATION. It is not necessary to test the 

detectors because generating a meaningful test signal is 

o difficul e detectors are of simple construction, and 

V~e i• • e.A -k.e. any failures in the detectors will be apparent as change in 
d~ecr•.F~r4~tro re chnnel1 otput.  

f ft•Z ae,+brS The Frequency of,.t months is based on demonstrated 
instrument CHANNEL tALIBRATION reliability over an 

Lu keceSo eCL , uQ .A'1VSe month interval, such that the instrument is not 
, .e .il1 atversely affected by drift.  

Oxre ýassilea ckeuices LtWA 

m'~6~r~. ;VAA~%4~t R 2 3--91/ 

SR 3. .3A is the ver• ication aoone decade f over p with 

the fntermediate rare neutron ux instru nntation irior to 

(continued)
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Source Range Neutron Flux 
B 3.3.9 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.9.3 ntinued) 
REQUIREMENTS source r e count rate e eding 10' cps if n performed 

within days prior to actor startup. Th1 ensures a 

con *uous source of wer indication dur g the approach to/ 

icality. Fail to perform this S veillance leaves / 
e unit in a s , ubcritical condi on until the 

verification be mde. The tes ay be omitted if 

performed in the previous 7 ys based on operatin 

experien , which shows that s rce range and inte iate 

range strument overlap do not change appreciabi within 

this , est interval.  

REFERENCES e
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Intermediate Range Neutron Flux 
B 3.3.10

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.10 Intermediate Range Neutron Flux 

BASES

BACKGROUND The intermediate range neutron flux channels provide the 
operator with an indication of reactor power at higher power 
levels than the source range instrumentation and lower power 
levels than the power range instrumentation.

ihe intermediate range instrumentation has two O), channels originating in two y~ ment-ycu gamma 
compensated ion chambers. Each channel provides eight 
decades of flux level frmation iL-Iprms of the log of ion 

S cnanmer current fromn - amp to 1 amp. The channels Z.67) 
-3 a so measure erate of change oT the neutron fl'jx level, 

twhich is displayed for the operator in terms of startup rate 
from -0.5 decades to +5 decades per minute. A high startup 
rate of +3 decades per minute in either chann 
initiate a control rod withdrawal inhibit. •,A•-Aoe e/i&-- 10% 

The intermediate range compensated ion chambers are of the 
electrically adjustable gamma compensating type. Each 
detector has a separate adjustable high voltage power supply 
and an adjustable compensating voltage supply.  

APPLICABLE Intermediate range neutron flux channels.are necessary to e
SAFETY ANALYSES monitor core reactivity changes and(o the primary 

inoication to trigger operator actions to anticipate Reactor 
Protection System actuation in the event of reactivity 
transients starting from low power conditions.  

The intermediate ran e neutron flux channels satisfy 
Criterion ef{om = MQ2-•]• .. . 9--/ 

LCO U ýintermediate range neutron flux instrumentation channel( / 

shall be OPERABLE to provide the o aerator with • ) 
neutron flux indication. en - operators to control 

s~ e•~ the increase in power an to detect neutron flux transients.  

This indication is used until the power range 
instrumentation is on scale. Violation of this requirement 
could prevent the operator from detecting and controlling 

(continued)
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BASES 

LCO neutron flux transients that could result in reactor trip 
(continued) during power escalation.  

APPLICABILITY The n ermediate range neut ux channel shall be 
OPERABLE in MODE 2 and an ONTROL R drive (CRD) trip ?I 
breaker(a in the close osi ion an e System )/Y MLQI 
capable of rod withdrawal. 3 )A 

The intermediate range instrumentation is designed to detect 
power changes urinltiaM FrltiCaltv and power 

aesc a on when the power range and source range .  
instrumentation cannot provide reliable indications Since 
,dthose nditions c-n exist injall of these MODES, the 

Sintermediate range instrumentation must be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS A.1 

If one interm " e range channel becomes j perable when 
the channe indicate 1E-1O amp, the u i is exposed to the 
possib y that a single failure w' disable all neutron 
mon' ring instrumentation. To id this, the inopera 

nnel must be repaired or er must be reduced to e 
point where source range nnels can provide ne on flux 
indication. Completi f Required Action A. aces the 
unit in this state nd CO.3., "Source nge Neutron 
Flux," requires RABILITY of two sour range detectors 
once this st is reached. If the channel failure 
occurs wh indicated power is <,-10 amp, the Required 
Actio ohibits increases in er above the source range ca llity. /.. .  

The 2 hour Completi m alw controlled reduc in of 
power into the so erneadi ased on uni perating 
experience tha mntaesteipoabilit of the second 
intermediat ag canl alng during allowed 
interval.  

wit e iaterange neutron flux channel i•noperable 

when THERMAL POWER is 5 5% RTP, the operators must place the 

(continued)
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Intermediate Range Neutron Flux 
B 3.3.10

BASES 

ACTIONS 1 (continued) 

reactor in the next lowest condition for which the 
r / s aL-es intermediate range instrumentation is not required. This 2 involves providing power level indication on the source 

range instrumentation by immediately suspending operations 6 Z -I( involving positive reactivity changes and, within 1 hour, 
-Z placing the reactor in the tripped condition with the CRD 

-(I-•, 5~iM. tri breakers o en. The Completion Times are based on unit 
operating experience and allow the operators sufficient time 
to manually insert the CONTROL RODS prior to opening the CRD 
breakers.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.10.1 
REQU IREMENTS 

,EURE T Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours I /a 
?....:es that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 

CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comr arison of the parameter 
6 .e Leg ,.aT0,%• indicated on one channel tor jimj•tparameter on other 

, channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument • 
channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations 
between the two instrument channels could be an indication 
of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 
something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in verifying 
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

SA reement cri rria are determined by the unit staff based on 
a combination of channel instrument uncertaintie 

channel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication z/ 
that ••Wtran=Ttt orte signal processing equipmenthas 
drifted outside its limit. If the channels are within the 
criteria, " st*- ý Ijsde t tr

experience that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since 
the probability of two random failures in redundant channels 
in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK 
minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to 

(continued)
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Intermediate Range Neutron Flux 
B 3.3.10 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.10.1 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK 

supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of 

<' 1~4r33.3-31a-- channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the 
displays associated with the LCO's required channels 

SWhen operati rfin*e uireActionxA. CHANNEL CHECK is 
still required. However, in this condition, a redundant 

QPefAd3 intermediate range is not available for comparison. CHANNEL 
CHECK may still be performed via comparison with power or 
source range detectors, if available, and verification that 
the OPERABLE intermediate range channel is energized and 
indicates a value consistent with current unit status.  

S..... "SR 3.3.104 

For intermediate range neutron flux channels, CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION is a complete check and readjustment of the 
channels, from the preamplifier input to the indicators.  
This test verifies the channel responds to a measured 
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL 

v, CALIBRATION leaves the channel A~EU~ eL--d o--1 ou&5L) for 

Okit\A ~LLinstrument drift to ensure that the instrument channel 
remains operational between successive tests.  

The SR is modified by a Note excluding neutron detectors 
from CHANNEL CALIBRATION. It is not necessary to test the 
detectors because generating a meaningful test signal is 
difficult. In addition, the detectors are of simple 
construction, and any failures in the detectors will be 
apparent as a change in channel output. The Frequency is 
based on operating experience and consistency with the 
typical industry refueling cycle and is justified by 
demonstrated instrument reliability over antJ18 month 
interval such that the instrument is not adversely affected 
by drift.  

S 3.3. 0.  
SR 3.3 0.3 is the verif cation within 7 ays prior t 

' / eac• sarp one 0 ecade of overlap/with the power •__•_-r 
SI' rang neutron flux ins rumentation prio• to intermediate 
S• •indication exce ding 1E-6 amp. his ensures a 

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.3-89A>

SR 3.3.10.2 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, of the required intermediate range 

instrument channel, verifies proper operation of the channel each 31 days.  

Monthly testing provides reasonable assurance that the instrument channel will 

function, if required, to provide indication during MODE 2 and during 
unanticipated reactivity excursions from MODES 3, 4, or 5.  

<INSERT B3.3-89B>

The agreement criteria includes an expectation of one decade of overlap when 

transitioning between neutron flux instrumentation. For example, during a power 

increase near the top of the scale for the source range monitors, an intermediate 

range monitor reading is expected with at least one decade overlap. Without 

such an overlap, the intermediate range monitors are considered inoperable 

unless it is clear that a source range monitor inoperability is responsible for the 

lack of the expected overlap. Further, during a power reduction near the bottom 

of the scale for the power range monitors, an intermediate range monitor reading 

is expected with at least one decade overlap. Without such an overlap, the 

intermediate range monitors are considered inoperable unless it is clear that a 

power range monitor inoperability is responsible for the lack of the expected 
overlap.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 5/1/2001



Intermediate Range Neutron Flux B 3.3.10

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

I

The t st may be omitted i 
7 da s based on operating 
int diate range instrq 
aýppeciably within this

REFERENCES
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ESAS Instrumentation 
3.3.5 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

_- 3.3.5 Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Instrumentation

LCO 3.3.5 

APPLICABILITY:

Three ESAS analog instrument channels for each Parameter in 
Table 3.3.5-1 shall be OPERABLE.  

According to Table 3.3.5-1.

ACTIONS

---- --- ---- --- ---- --- ---- --- ---- --- ---- --- ---- 1 d It--------------------------------------------------------------

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Parameter.  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more Parameters A.1 Place analog instrument 1 hour 
with one analog instrument channel in trip.  
channel inoperable.  

B. One or more Parameters B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
with more than one analog 
instrument channel AND 
inoperable.  

B.2 ------ NOTE---
OR Only required for RCS 

Pressure - Low setpoint.  
Required Action and -----------------------------------
associated Completion 
Time not met. Reduce RCS pressure 36 hours 

< 1750 psig.  

AND 

B.3 ------ NOTE---
Only required for Reactor 
Building Pressure High 
setpoint and High High 
setpoint.  

Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

5/1/20013.3.5-1ANO-1



ESAS Instrumentation 
3.3.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.5.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

SR 3.3.5.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 31 days 

SR 3.3.5.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 18 months

5/11/2001ANO-1 3.3.5-2



ESAS Instrumentation 
3.3.5

Table 3.3.5-1 (page 1 of 1) 

Engineered Safeguards Actuation System Instrumentation 

APPLICABLE 
MODES OR OTHER 

PARAMETER SPECIFIED CONDITIONS 

1. Reactor Coolant System Pressure - Low > 1750 psig 
Setpoint 

2. Reactor Building (RB) Pressure - High 1,2,3,4 

Setpoint 

3. RB Pressure - High High Setpoint 1,2,3,4

ALLOWABLE 
VALUE 

> 1585 psig 

_ 18.7 psia 

< 44.7 psia

5/1/20013.3.5-3ANO-1



ESAS Manual Initiation 
3.3.6 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.6 Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Manual Initiation

LCO 3.3.6 

APPLICABILITY:

Two manual initiation channels of each one of the ESAS Functions below 
shall be OPERABLE: 

a. High Pressure Injection (channels 1 and 2); 

b. Low Pressure Injection (channels 3 and 4); 

c. Reactor Building (RB) Cooling (channels 5 and 6); 

d. RB Spray (channels 7 and 8); and 

e. Spray Additive (channels 9 and 10).  

MODES 1 and 2, 
MODES 3 and 4 when associated engineered safeguards equipment is 

required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS 

------------------------------------------------------------ NOTE -----
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more ESAS A.1 Restore channel to 72 hours 
Functions with one channel OPERABLE status.  
inoperable.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

5/1/2001ANO-1 3.3.6-1



ESAS Manual Initiation 
3.3.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.6.1 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 18 months

5/1/2001ANO-1 3.3.6-2



ESAS Actuation Logic 
3.3.7 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3.3.7 Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Actuation Logic

LCO 3.3.7 

APPLICABILITY:

The ESAS digital actuation logic channels shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1 and 2, 
MODES 3 and 4 when associated engineered safeguards equipment is 

required to be OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

--------------------------------------------------- --------- NO TE OTE.... .-
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each digital actuation logic channel.  

S..................................................................................................................................  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more digital A.1 Place associated 1 hour 
actuation logic channels component(s) in 
inoperable, engineered safeguards 

configuration.  

OR 

A.2 Declare the associated 1 hour 
component(s) inoperable.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.3.7.1 Perform digital actuation logic CHANNEL 31 days 
FUNCTIONAL TEST.

5/1/2001ANO-1 3.3.7-1



ESAS Instrumentation 
B 3.3.5 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.5 Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The ESAS initiates necessary safety systems, based on the values of selected unit 
Parameters, to protect against violating core design limits and to mitigate accidents.  

The ESAS operates in a distributed manner to initiate the appropriate systems. The 
ESAS does this by determining the need for actuation in each of three analog 
instrument channels monitoring each actuation Parameter. Once the need for 
actuation is determined, the condition is transmitted to digital actuation logic 
channels, which perform the two-out-of-three logic to determine the actuation of 
each end device.  

Three Parameters are used for actuation: 

"* Low Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure; 

"* High Reactor Building (RB) Pressure; and 

"* High High RB Pressure.  

LCO 3.3.5 covers only the analog instrument channels that measure these 
Parameters. These channels include the equipment necessary to produce an 
actuation signal input to the digital actuation logic channels. This includes sensors, 
bistable devices, operational bypass circuitry, and logic buffer modules. LCO 3.3.6, 
"Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Manual Initiation," and 
LCO 3.3.7, "Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Actuation Logic," 
provide requirements on the manual initiation and digital actuation logic Functions.  

The ESAS monitors three parameters via analog instrument channels. Each analog 
instrument channel provides input to the appropriate digital actuation logic channels 
that initiate equipment with a two-out-of-three coincidence logic on each digital 
channel. Each digital actuation logic channel includes bistable inputs from all three 
analog instrument channels of one parameter, i.e., either Low RCS Pressure, High 
RB Pressure, or High High RB Pressure. The digital actuation logic combines the 
analog instrument channel trips to actuate the individual Engineered Safeguards 
(ES) components needed to initiate each ES System. Figure 7.6, SAR, Chapter 7 
(Ref. 1), also illustrates how analog instrument channel trips combine to cause 
digital actuation logic channel trips.  

The ESAS is divided into five Functions actuated by ten digital actuation logic 
channels.

B 3.3.5-1ANO-1 5/1/2001
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The ESAS High Pressure Injection (HPI) Function is actuated by ESAS digital 
actuation logic channels 1 and 2 and includes the following system actuations: HPI, 
a subset of RB isolation valves, diesel generators (DGs), and ES electrical 
alignment. Digital actuation logic channels 1 and 2 are actuated by two-out-of-three 
RCS Pressure-Low analog instrument channels, or two-out-of-three RB 
Pressure-High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS Low Pressure Injection (LPI) Function is actuated by ESAS digital 
actuation logic channels 3 and 4 and includes the following system actuations: LPI, 
a subset of RB isolation valves, and emergency feedwater (EFW) through an ESAS 
signal provided to the Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) 
Instrumentation System. Digital actuation logic channels 3 and 4 are actuated by 
two-out-of-three RCS Pressure-Low analog instrument channels, or two-out-of
three RB Pressure-High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS RB Cooling Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels 5 and 6 and includes the following system actuations: RB cooling, a 
subset of RB isolation valves, and RB penetration room ventilation system. Digital 
actuation logic channels 5 and 6 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB Pressure
High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS RB Spray Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels 7 and 8 and includes the following system actuations: RB spray. Digital 
actuation logic channels 7 and 8 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB Pressure
High High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS Spray Additive Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels 9 and 10 and includes the following system actuations: spray additive.  
Digital actuation logic channels 9 and 10 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB 
Pressure-High High analog instrument channels.  

The following matrix identifies the ESAS digital actuation logic channels and the 
systems actuated by each Parameter.  

Parameter 
ESAS Digital Actuated Systems RCS RB RB Press.  

Actuation Logic Press. Press. High High 
Channels Low High 

1 and 2 Subset of RB Isolation, ES X X 
Electrical Alignment, HPI, 
and DG Start 

3 and 4 Subset of RB isolation, LPI, X X 
and EFIC EFW 

5 and 6 Subset of RB Isolation, RB X 
Cooling, and Penetration 
Room Ventilation 

7 and 8 RB Spray X 
9 and 10 Spray Additive X

B 3.3.5-2ANO-1 5/1/2001
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The ES equipment is divided between the two redundant actuation trains. The 
division of the equipment between the two actuation trains is based on the 
equipment redundancy and function and is accomplished in such a manner that the 
failure of one of the digital actuation logic channels and the related safeguards 
equipment will not inhibit the overall ES Functions. Redundant ES pumps are 
controlled from separate and independent digital actuation logic channels.  

The actuation of ES equipment is also available by manual actuation switches 
located on the control room console.  

The ESAS, in conjunction with the actuated equipment, provides protective 
functions necessary to mitigate Design Basis Accidents (DBAs), specifically the loss 
of coolant accident (LOCA), RB DBA, and as a backup to mitigate the steam line 
break (SLB) event (Ref. 2). The ESAS relies on the OPERABILITY of the digital 
actuation logic channels to perform the actuation of the selected systems.  

Engineered Safeguards Actuation System Bypasses 

No provisions are made for maintenance bypass of ESAS instrumentation 
channels. Operational bypass of certain channels is necessary to allow accident 
recovery actions to continue and, for some channels, to allow reactor shutdown 
without ESAS actuation.  

The ESAS RCS pressure analog instrument channels include permissive bistables 
that allow manual bypass when reactor pressure is below the point at which the low 
pressure trip is required to be OPERABLE. Once permissive conditions are 
sensed, the RCS pressure trips may be manually bypassed. Bypasses are 
automatically removed when bypass permissive conditions are exceeded. Failure 
of the automatic bypass removal feature or the inability to bypass the RCS pressure 
function when below 1750 psig does not constitute channel inoperability. However, 
a channel that remains bypassed when pressure is raised above 1750 psig will be 
considered inoperable and appropriate conditions will be entered.  

This bypass provides an operational provision only outside the Applicability for this 
Parameter, and provides no safety function. The automatic bypass removal feature 
is verified during the monthly CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST.  

Reactor Coolant System Pressure 

The RCS pressure is monitored by three independent pressure transmitters located 
in the RB. These transmitters are separate from the transmitters that feed the 
Reactor Protection System (RPS). Each of the pressure signals generated by 
these transmitters is monitored by two bistables to provide a trip signal at 
> 1585 psig and a bypass permissive signal at < 1750 psig.  

The outputs of the three low RCS pressure trip bistables drive relays in two sets of 
identical and independent digital instrument channels. These two sets of channels 
each use two-out-of-three coincidence digital logic for actuation.
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Each analog channel can be tested online to verify that the signal and trip setpoint 
are within the specified allowance requirements of approved calibration procedures.  
The built-in test facilities permit an electrical trip test of each analog instrument 
string by the substitution of signals at the buffer amplifiers. When an analog 
instrument string is placed in test, all associated analog subsystem outputs go to 
the trip state. This assures that all protective action cannot be defeated by placing 
analog instrument strings in test.  

Reactor Building Pressure 

The RB pressure is monitored by three independent pressure transmitters located 
inside the RB. These transmitters are separate from the transmitters that feed the 
Reactor Protection System (RPS). Each of the pressure signals generated by 
these transmitters is monitored by two bistables to provide trip signals. The outputs 
of the bistables, associated with the RB Pressure-High and RB Pressure
High High trips, drive relays in two sets of identical and independent digital 
instrument channels. These two sets of channels each use two-out-of-three 
coincidence digital logic for automatic actuation.  

Each channel can be tested online to verify that the signal and trip setpoint are 
within the specified allowance requirements of approved calibration procedures.  
The built-in test facilities permit an electrical trip test of each analog instrument 
string by the substitution of signals at the buffer amplifiers. When an analog 
instrument string is placed in test, all associated analog subsystem outputs go to 
the trip state. This assures that all protective action cannot be defeated by placing 
analog instrument strings in test.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The following ESAS Functions have been assumed within the accident analyses.  

High Pressure Iniection 

The ESAS actuation of HPI has been assumed for core cooling in the LOCA 
analysis and is available for boron addition in the SLB analysis.  

Low Pressure Iniection 

The ESAS actuation of LPI has been assumed for large break LOCAs.  

Reactor Building Spray, Reactor Building Cooling, and Reactor Building Isolation 

The ESAS actuation of the RB coolers and RB Spray have been credited in the RB 
analysis for LOCAs. Accident dose calculations have credited RB Penetration 
Room Ventilation, RB Isolation, and RB Spray. The MSLB analysis also credits 
ESAS actuation of the RB Cooling and RB Spray.
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Emergency Power 

The ESAS initiated DG Start and ES electrical equipment alignment have been 

included in the design to ensure that emergency power is available throughout the 

limiting LOCA scenarios.  

The small and large break LOCA analyses (Ref. 2) assume a conservative delay 

time for the actuation of HPI and LPI. This delay time includes allowances for DG 

starting, DG loading, Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) pump starts, and 

valve alignment. Similarly, the RB Cooling, RB Isolation, and RB Spray have been 

analyzed with delays appropriate for the entire system analyzed.  

Accident analyses rely on automatic ESAS actuation for protection of the core 

temperature and containment pressure limits and for limiting off site dose levels 

following an accident. These include LOCA, SLB, and other events that result in 
RCS inventory reduction or severe loss of RCS cooling.  

The ESAS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3) for 

operation in MODE 1. There are no specific safety analyses for operation in 

MODES 2, 3 and 4. However, industry operating experience has identified the 

ESAS instrumentation as significant to public health and safety during these 

operating conditions. Therefore, the ESAS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 4 of 

10 CFR 50.36 for operation in MODES 2, 3 and 4.  

LCO 

The LCO requires three ESAS analog instrument channels for each Parameter in 

Table 3.3.5-1 to be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders the affected 

analog instrument channel(s) inoperable and reduces the reliability of the affected 
Functions.  

Only the Allowable Value is specified for each ESAS Function in the LCO. Trip 

setpoints are provided in the calibration procedures. The trip setpoints are selected 

to ensure the setpoints measured by CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS do not 

exceed the Allowable Value if the bistable is performing as required. Each 

Allowable Value specified is equal to or more conservative than any analytical lirfiit 

assumed in the safety analysis to account for instrument uncertainties appropriate 

to the trip Parameter. Guidance used to calculate the uncertainties associated with 

the trip setpoints is contained in Instrument Loop Error Analysis Setpoint 
Methodology, Design Guide, IDG-001 (Ref. 3).  

The values for bypass removal functions are stated in the Applicable MODES or 

Other Specified Condition column of Table 3.3.5-1.  

Three ESAS analog instrument channels shall be OPERABLE to ensure that a 

single failure in one channel will not result in loss of the ability to automatically 
actuate the required safety systems.
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Reactor Coolant System Pressure 

Three channels of RCS Pressure - Low are required OPERABLE. Each channel 

includes a sensor, trip bistable, bypass bistable, bypass relays, and output relays.  

Failure of a bypass bistable or bypass circuitry, such that an analog instrument 

channel cannot be bypassed, does not render the channel inoperable since the 

channel is still capable of performing its safety function, i.e., this is not a safety 

related bypass function.  

The trip setpoints are the nominal values at which the bistables are set. For the 

RCS Pressure-Low, the limiting safety analysis assumes the HPI, LPI, EFIC EFW, 

ES electrical alignment, and two subsets of RB isolation actuate at > 1520 psig 

(> 1535 psia). The Allowable Value of >_ 1585 psig includes considerations for 

instrumentation error and an allowance for margin. Allowances for instrument drift 

and additional margin are included in the trip setpoint.  

Guidance used to calculate the uncertainties associated with the trip setpoints is 

provided in Instrument Loop Error Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual, 

Design Guide, IDG-001 (Ref. 4). The explicit uncertainties associated with each 

setpoint are addressed in the individual design calculations or calibration 

procedures. Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value in conjunction with 

the LCOs and administrative controls ensure that the consequences of DBAs will be 

acceptable, providing the unit is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the 

DBA and the equipment functions as analyzed. An analog instrument channel is 

inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its required Allowable Value.  

Reactor Building Pressure 

Three channels of RB Pressure-High and RB Pressure-High High are required to 

be OPERABLE. Each channel includes a pressure switch, bypass relays, and 
output relays.  

The trip setpoints are the nominal values at which the bistables are set. Credit is 

taken in the safety analyses for RB Pressure-High trip for the actuation of selected 

systems. The safety analyses for reactor building performance and equipment 

environmental qualification (pressure and temperature envelope definition) 

conservatively assume the RB cooling is not initiated until well beyond the expected 

actual automatic actuation time frame. Therefore, no additional consideration of the 

instrumentation uncertainties is warranted.  

Credit is taken in the safety analyses for RB Pressure-High High trip for the 

actuation of selected systems. The safety analyses for reactor building 

performance and equipment environmental qualification (pressure and temperature 

envelope definition) conservatively assumes the RB spray is not initiated until well 

beyond the expected actual automatic actuation time frame. Therefore, no 

additional consideration of the instrumentation uncertainties is warranted.  

Therefore, the bistable is considered to be properly adjusted when the "as left" 

value is consistent with the identified Allowable Value, i.e., for this parameter the
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trip setpoint and the Allowable Value are the same. Guidance used to calculate the 
uncertainties associated with the trip setpoints is provided in Instrument Loop Error 
Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual, Design Guide, IDG-001 (Ref. 4).  
Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value ensure that the consequences of 
DBAs will be acceptable, providing the unit is operated from within the LCOs at the 
onset of the DBA and the equipment functions as analyzed. An analog instrument 
channel is inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its required Allowable 
Value.  

APPLICABILITY 

Three ESAS analog instrument channels for each of the following Parameters shall 
be OPERABLE.  

1. Reactor Coolant System Pressure - Low Setpoint 

The RCS Pressure - Low Setpoint actuation Parameter shall be OPERABLE 
during operation at or above 1750 psig. This requirement ensures the 
capability to automatically actuate safety systems and components during 
conditions indicative of a LOCA or secondary unit overcooling. Below 
1750 psig, the low RCS Pressure actuation Parameter can be bypassed to 
avoid actuation during normal unit cooldowns when safety systems 
actuations are not required.  

The allowance for the bypass is consistent with the transition of the unit to a 
lower energy state, where there is more margin to safety limits. The unit 
response to any event, given that the reactor is already tripped, will be less 
severe and allows more time for operator action to provide manual safety 
system actuations than in higher energy states. This is even more 
appropriate during unit heatups when the primary system and core energy 
content is low, prior to power operation.  

In MODES 5 and 6, there is more time for the operator to evaluate unit 
conditions and respond by manually starting individual systems, pumps, and 
other equipment to mitigate the consequences of an abnormal condition or 
accident than in higher MODES. RCS pressure and temperature are very 
low, and many ES components are administratively controlled or otherwise 
prevented from actuating to prevent inadvertent overpressurization of unit 
systems.  

2., 3. Reactor Buildinq Pressure - High Setpoint and Reactor Building Pressure 
High High Setpoint 

The RB Pressure - High and RB Pressure - High High actuation Functions of 
ESAS shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 when the potential for a 
HELB exists. In MODES 5 and 6, there is more time for the operator to 
evaluate unit conditions and respond by manually starting individual systems, 
pumps, and other equipment to mitigate the consequences of an abnormal
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condition or accident than in higher MODES. Plant pressure and temperature 

are very low and many ES components are administratively controlled or 

otherwise prevented from actuating to prevent inadvertent overpressurization 

of unit systems.  

ACTIONS 

Required Actions A and B apply to the ESAS instrumentation Parameters listed in 

Table 3.3.5-1.  

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate Condition entry is 

allowed for each Parameter.  

If an analog instrument channel's trip setpoint is found nonconservative with respect 

to the Allowable Value, or the transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing 

electronics, or ESAS bistable is found inoperable, then all affected functions 

provided by that channel should be declared inoperable and the unit must enter the 

Conditions for the particular protection Parameter affected.  

A.1 

Condition A applies when one analog instrument channel becomes inoperable in 

one or more Parameters. If one ESAS analog instrument channel is inoperable, 
placing it in a tripped condition leaves the system in a one-out-of-two condition for 

actuation. Thus, if another analog instrument channel were to fail, the ESAS 

instrumentation could still perform its actuation functions. This action is completed 
when all of the affected output relays are tripped. This can normally be 
accomplished by tripping the affected bistables.  

The 1 hour Completion Time is sufficient time to perform the Required Action.  

B.1, B.2, and B.3 

Condition B applies when Required Action A.1 and its associated Completion Time 
are not met, or when one or more parameters have more than one analog 
instrument channel inoperable. If Condition B applies, the unit must be brought to a 

condition in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be 

brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. Additionally, for the RCS Pressure

Low parameter, the unit must be brought to < 1750 psig within 36 hours, and for the 
RB Pressure-High and High High parameters, the unit must be brought to 

MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power 

conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

The ESAS Parameters listed in Table 3.3.5-1 are subject to CHANNEL CHECK, 

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, and CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

SR 3.3.5.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK every 12 hours provides reasonable 

assurance for prompt identification of a gross failure of instrumentation. A 

CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one 

channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based on the assumption 

that instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should read approximately 

the same value. Significant deviations between the two instrument channels could 

be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of something 

even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; therefore, 

it is key in verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate properly between 

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONs.  

Agreement criteria are determined by the unit staff, based on a combination of 

factors including channel instrument uncertainties. If a channel is outside the 

criteria, it may be an indication that the transmitter or the signal processing 
equipment has drifted outside its limit.  

The Frequency is based on operating experience that demonstrates channel failure 

is rare. Since the probability of two random failures in redundant channels in any 

12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of 

loss of protective function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL 

CHECK supplements less formal, but potentially more frequent, checks of channel 

OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the displays associated with the 

LCO's required channels.  

SR 3.3.5.2 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each required ESAS analog 

instrument channel to ensure the entire channel will perform the intended functions.  

Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of the setpoint 

calculations.  

The Frequency of 31 days is based on unit operating experience, with regard to 

channel OPERABILITY and drift, which demonstrates that failure of more than one 

channel of a given function in any 31 day interval is a rare event. The RCS low 

pressure automatic bypass removal feature is verified during its CHANNEL 

FUNCTIONAL TEST.
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SR 3.3.5.3 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the analog instrument channel, 
including the sensor. The test verifies that the channel responds to a measured 
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
leaves the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift to ensure that the analog 
instrument channel remains OPERABLE between successive tests. CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION shall find that measurement errors and bistable setpoint errors are 
within the assumptions of the setpoint calculations. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS 
must be performed consistent with the assumptions of the setpoint calculations.  

This Frequency is justified by the assumption of at least an 18 month calibration 
interval to determine the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint calculations.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Chapter 7.  

2. SAR, Chapter 14 and Chapter 3A.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36.  

4. Instrument Loop Error Analysis and Setpoint Methodology Manual, Design 
Guide, IDG-001.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.6 Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Manual Initiation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The ESAS manual initiation capability allows the operator to actuate ESAS 

Functions from the control room in the absence of any other initiation condition.  

This ESAS manual initiation capability is provided in the event the operator 

determines that an ESAS Function is needed and has not been automatically 

actuated. Furthermore, the ESAS manual initiation capability allows operators to 

rapidly initiate Engineered Safeguards (ES) Functions if the trend of unit 

parameters indicates that ES actuation will be needed.  

LCO 3.3.6 covers only the system level manual initiation of these Functions.  

LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Instrumentation," 

and LCO 3.3.7, "Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Actuation 

Logic," provide requirements on the portions of the ESAS that automatically initiate 

the Functions described earlier.  

The ESAS manual initiation Function relies on the OPERABILITY of the digital 

actuation logic channels (LCO 3.3.7) to perform the actuation of the systems. A 

manual trip push button is provided on a control room console for each of the digital 

actuation logic channels. Operation of the push button energizes relays whose 

contacts perform a logical "OR" function with the automatic actuation.  

The ESAS manual initiation channel is defined as the console switch and the 

instrumentation from the console switch to, but not including, the digital actuation 

logic channels, which actuate the end devices. Other means of manual initiation, 

such as controls for individual ES devices, may be available in the control room and 

other unit locations. These alternative means are not required by this LCO, nor 

may they be credited to fulfill the requirements of this LCO.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The ESAS, in conjunction with the actuated equipment, provides protective 

functions necessary to mitigate Design Basis Accidents, specifically, the loss of 

coolant accident (LOCA), RB DBA and as a backup to mitigate the steam line break 

event.  

The ESAS manual initiation ensures that the control room operator can rapidly 

initiate ES Functions. The manual initiation trip Function is required as a backup to 

automatic trip functions and allows operators to initiate ESAS whenever any 

parameter is rapidly trending toward its trip setpoint.
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Operating experience has shown the ESAS manual initiation function to be 
significant to public health and safety, and therefore satisfy Criterion 4 of 
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 1).  

LCO 

Two ESAS manual initiation channels of each ESAS Function shall be OPERABLE 
whenever conditions exist that could require ES protection of the reactor or RB.  
Two OPERABLE channels ensure that no single random failure will prevent system 
level manual initiation of any ESAS Function. The ESAS manual initiation Function 
allows the operator to initiate protective action prior to automatic initiation or in the 
event the automatic initiation does not occur.  

The ESAS is divided into five Functions actuated by ten manual initiation channels 
as indicated in the following table: 

Function Associated Channels 
High Pressure Injection 1 & 2 
Low Pressure Injection 3&4 
RB Cooling 5&6 
RB Spray 7 & 8 
Spray Additive 9 & 10 

The ESAS High Pressure Injection (HPI) Function is actuated by ESAS Manual 
Initiation channels 1 and 2 and includes the following system actuations: HPI, a 
subset of reactor building (RB) isolation valves, diesel generators, and ES electrical 
alignment.  

The ESAS Low Pressure Injection (LPI) Function is actuated by ESAS Manual 
Initiation channels 3 and 4 and includes the following system actuations: LPI, a 
subset of RB isolation valves, and emergency feedwater (EFW) through an ESAS 
signal provided to the Emergency Feedwater Isolation and Control (EFIC) System.  

The ESAS RB Cooling Function is actuated by ESAS Manual Initiation channels 5 
and 6 and includes the following system actuations: RB cooling, a subset of RB 
isolation valves, and RB penetration room ventilation system.  

The ESAS RB Spray Function is actuated by ESAS Manual Initiation channels 7 
and 8 and includes the following system actuations: RB spray.  

The ESAS Spray Additive Function is actuated by ESAS Manual Initiation 
channels 9 and 10 and includes the following system actuations: spray additive.  

APPLICABILITY 

The ESAS manual initiation Functions shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and 
in MODES 3 and 4 when the associated ES equipment is required to be
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OPERABLE. The manual initiation channels are required because ES Functions 
are designed to provide protection in these MODES. ESAS initiates systems that 
are either reconfigured for decay heat removal operation or disabled while in 
MODES 5 and 6. Accidents in these MODES are slow to develop and would be 
mitigated by manual operation of individual components. Time is available to 
evaluate unit conditions and to respond by manually operating the ES components, 
if required.  

ACTIONS 

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate Condition entry is 
allowed for each ESAS manual initiation Function.  

A.1 

Condition A applies when one manual initiation channel of one or more ESAS 
Functions becomes inoperable. Required Action A.1 must be taken to restore the 
channel to OPERABLE status within the next 72 hours. The Completion Time of 
72 hours is based on unit operating experience and administrative controls, which 
provide alternative means of ESAS Function initiation via individual component 
controls. The 72 hour Completion Time is generally consistent with the allowed 
outage time for the safety systems actuated by ESAS.  

B.1 and B.2 

If Required Action A.1 and the associated Completion Time are not met, the unit 
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this 
status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required MODES from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.6.1 

This SR requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the 
ESAS manual initiation. This test verifies that the initiating circuitry is OPERABLE 
and will actuate the digital actuation logic channels. The 18 month Frequency is 
based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply 
during a unit outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance 
were performed with the reactor at power. This Frequency is demonstrated to be
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sufficient, based on operating experience, which shows these components usually 

pass the Surveillance when performed on the 18 month Frequency.  

REFERENCES 

1. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.7 Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Actuation Logic 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The digital actuation logic channels of ESAS are defined as the instrumentation 
between, but not including, the buffers of the analog instrument channels and the 
unit controls that actuate ESAS equipment. Each of the components actuated by 
the ESAS Functions is associated with one or more digital actuation logic channels.  
If two-out-of-three ESAS analog instrument channels indicate a trip, or if channel 
level manual initiation occurs, the digital actuation logic channel is activated and the 
associated equipment is actuated.  

The purpose of requiring OPERABILITY of the ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels is to ensure that the Functions of the ESAS can be automatically initiated 
in the event of an accident. Automatic actuation of some Functions is necessary to 
prevent the unit from exceeding the Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) 
limits in 10 CFR 50.46 (Ref. 1). It should be noted that OPERABLE digital actuation 
logic channels alone will not ensure that each Function can be activated; the analog 
instrument channels and actuated equipment associated with each Function must 
also be OPERABLE to ensure that the Functions can be automatically initiated 
during an accident.  

LCO 3.3.7 covers only the digital actuation logic channels that initiate these 
Functions. LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) 
Instrumentation," and LCO 3.3.6, "Engineered Safeguards Actuation System 
(ESAS) Manual Initiation," provide requirements on the analog instrument and 
manual initiation channels that input to the digital actuation logic channels.  

The ESAS, in conjunction with the actuated equipment, provides protective 
functions necessary to mitigate Design Basis Accidents (DBAs), specifically, the 
loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and steam line break (SLB) events. The ESAS 
relies on the OPERABILITY of the digital actuation logic for each component to 
perform the actuation of the selected systems.  

The small and large break LOCA analyses assume a conservative delay time for 
the actuation of high pressure injection (HPI) and low pressure injection (LPI) in 
BAW-10103A, Rev. 3 (Ref. 2). This delay time includes allowances for diesel 
generator (DG) starts, DG loading, ECCS pump starts, and valve alignment.  
Similarly, the reactor building (RB) Cooling, RB Isolation, and RB Spray have been 
analyzed with delays appropriate for the entire system.  

The ESAS automatic initiation of Engineered Safeguards (ES) Functions to mitigate 
accident conditions is assumed in the DBA analysis and is required to ensure that 
consequences of analyzed events do not exceed the accident analysis predictions.
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Automatically actuated features include HPI, LPI, RB Cooling, RB Spray, RB Spray 

Additive, and RB Isolation.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

Accident analyses rely on automatic ESAS actuation for protection of the core and 

RB and for limiting off site dose levels following an accident. The digital actuation 

logic is an integral part of the ESAS.  

The ESAS actuation logic satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3) for 

operation in MODE 1. There are no specific safety analyses for operation in 

MODES 2, 3 and 4. However, industry operating experience has identified the 

ESAS actuation logic as significant to public health and safety during these 

operating conditions. Therefore, the ESAS actuation logic satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 

CFR 50.36 for operation in MODES 2, 3 and 4.  

LCO 

The digital actuation logic channels are required to be OPERABLE whenever 

conditions exist that could require ES protection of the reactor or the RB. This 

ensures automatic initiation of the ES required to mitigate the consequences of 

accidents.  

The ESAS is divided into five Functions actuated by ten digital actuation logic 

channels as indicated in the following table: 

Function Associated Channels 

High Pressure Injection 1 & 2 

Low Pressure Injection 3 & 4 

RB Cooling 5 & 6 

RB Spray 7 & 8 

Spray Additive 9 & 10 

The ESAS HPI Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic channels T and 

2 and includes the following system actuations: HPI, a subset of RB isolation 

valves, DGs, and ES electrical alignment. Digital actuation logic channels 1 and 2 

are actuated by two-out-of-three RCS Pressure-Low analog instrument channels, 

or two-out-of-three RB Pressure-High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS LPI Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic channels 3 and 

4 and includes the following system actuations: LPI, a subset of RB isolation valves, 

and EFW through an ESAS signal provided to EFIC. Digital actuation logic 

channels 3 and 4 are actuated by two-out-of-three RCS Pressure-Low analog 

instrument channels, or two-out-of-three RB Pressure-High analog instrument 
channels.
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The ESAS RB Isolation and Cooling Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation 
logic channels 5 and 6 and includes the following system actuations: RB cooling, a 
subset of RB isolation valves, and RB penetration room ventilation system. Digital 
actuation logic channels 5 and 6 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB Pressure
High analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS RB Spray Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic channels 
7 and 8 and includes the following system actuations: RB spray. Digital actuation 
logic channels 7 and 8 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB Pressure-High High 
analog instrument channels.  

The ESAS Spray Additive Function is actuated by ESAS digital actuation logic 
channels 9 and 10 and includes the following system actuations: spray additive.  
Digital actuation logic channels 9 and 10 are actuated by two-out-of-three RB 
Pressure-High High analog instrument channels.  

APPLICABILITY 

The digital actuation logic channels shall be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and in 
MODES 3 and 4 when the associated ES equipment is required to be OPERABLE, 
because ES Functions are designed to provide protection in these MODES.  
Automatic actuation in MODE 5 or 6 is not required because the systems initiated 
by the ESAS are either reconfigured for decay heat removal operation or disabled.  
Accidents in these MODES are slow to develop and would be mitigated by manual 
operation of individual components. Time is available to evaluate unit conditions 
and respond by manually operating the ES components, if required.  

ACTIONS 

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS indicating separate Condition entry is 
allowed for each ESAS digital actuation logic channel.  

A.1 and A.2 

When one or more digital actuation logic channel(s) are inoperable, the associated 
component(s) can be placed in their ES configuration. Required Action A.1 is 
equivalent to the digital actuation logic channel performing its safety function ahead 
of time. In some cases, placing the component in its ES configuration would violate 
unit safety or operational considerations. In these cases, the component status 
should not be changed, but the supported system component must be declared 
inoperable. Conditions which would preclude the placing of a component in its ES 
configuration include, but are not limited to, violation of system separation, 
activation of fluid systems that could lead to thermal shock, isolation of fluid 
systems that are normally functioning, and actuation of components which would 
not return to their actuated condition upon restoration of electrical power. The
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Completion Time of 1 hour is based on operating experience and reflects the 

urgency associated with the inoperability of a safety system component.  

Required Action A.2 requires entry into the Required Actions of the affected 

supported systems, since the true effect of digital actuation logic channel failure is 

inoperability of the supported system. The Completion Time of 1 hour is based on 

operating experience and reflects the urgency associated with the inoperability of a 

safety system component. A combination of Required Actions A.1 and A.2 may be 

used for different components associated with an inoperable ESAS digital actuation 

logic channel.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.7.1 

SR 3.3.7.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on a 31 day 

Frequency. The test demonstrates that each digital actuation logic channel 

successfully performs the two-out-of-three logic combinations every 31 days. The 

test simulates the required one-out-of-three inputs to the logic circuit and verifies 

the successful operation of the digital actuation logic. The Frequency is based on 

operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of more than one channel failing 

within the same 31 day interval. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST performed for 

the Reactor Building Spray System Logic Channels shall include testing of the 

associated spray pump, spray valves, and chemical additive valve logic channels.  

REFERENCES 

1. 10CFR 50.46.  

2. BAW-10103A, Rev. 3, July 1977.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36.
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ITS Section 3.3B: Instrumentation - ESAS 

Note: ITS Section 3.3B package includes the following ITS: 
ITS 3.3.5 Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) Instrumentation 
ITS 3.3.6 ESAS Manual Initiation 
ITS 3.3.7 ESAS Actuation Logic 

which address the corresponding NUREG-1430 LCOs.  

ADMINISTRATIVE 

Al The designated change represents a non-technical, non-intent change to the Arkansas 
Nuclear One, Unit 1 Current Technical Specifications (CTS) made to make the 
ANO-1 Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) consistent with the B&W Standard 
Technical Specification (RSTS), NUREG-1430, Revision 1. This change does not 
alter the requirements of the CTS or NUREG. Examples of this type of change 
include: wording preference; convention adoption; editorial, numbering and 
formatting changes; and hierarchy structure.  

A2 The ANO-1 CTS Bases will be administratively deleted in their entirety in favor of the 
NUREG-1430 Bases. The CTS Bases will be reviewed for technical content that will 
be identified for retention in the ITS Bases.  

A3 CTS 3.5.1.1 and 3.5.1.2 represent information on the proper action when the number 
of channels is less than required by CTS Table 3.5.1-1. For example, CTS 3.5.1 does 
not clearly specify that the number of channels identified in Table 3.5.1-1, Column 1, 
are required to be OPERABLE, and CTS 3.5.1.2 provides limitations for inoperable 
channels. Similarly, CTS 4.1 .a, and 4.1 .b contain information on the proper 
application of CTS Table 4.1-1. These Specifications and the format of the referenced 
Tables are replaced with the appropriate ITS requirements. The CTS markup for these 
Specifications and Tables does not attempt to depict all of the changes required to 
adopt the ITS format. Rather, the appropriate specific Discussion of Change (DOC) is 
indicated along with the appropriate CTS versus ITS cross reference. Therefore, this 
change in format is considered administrative.
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A4 Surveillance frequencies in CTS Table 4.1-1 have been replaced with those from 
NUREG-1430. The CTS and corresponding ITS Frequencies are as follows: 

CTS ITS 
S - Each shift 12 hours 
W - Weekly 7 days 
M - Monthly 31 days 
D - Daily 24 hours 
T/W - Twice per week 96 hours 
Q - Quarterly 92 days 
P - Prior to each startup if Not Used 

not done previous week 
B/M - Every 2 months Not Used 
R - Once every 18 months 18 months 
PC - Prior to going Critical Not Used 

if not done within 
previous 31 days 

NA - Not Applicable Not Used 
SA - SA Twice per Year 184 days 

(Note: Not all Frequencies are applicable to this package.) 

A5 The Notes which allow for separate entry into the ACTIONS of ITS 3.3.5, ITS 3.3.6, 
and ITS 3.3.7 have been adopted. These additions have been made to provide 
requirements in a format consistent with NUREG-1430. The addition of these Notes 
maintains allowances consistent with the use and application of the requirements of 
the corresponding portions of CTS Table 3.5.1-1. This change represents a change in 
presentation format only with no addition or deletion of requirements.  

A6 Requirements for instrument channels presented in CTS Table 3.5.1-1 have been 
replaced by the requirements of ITS 3.3.5. This change maintains the requirement for 
three OPERABLE channels of instrumentation for each of the required parameters. It 
does represent a change in format for these requirements. However, no additional 
requirements have been added by this change and no current requirements have been 
deleted.  

A7 The term Minimum Degree of Redundancy as presented in CTS, i.e., Table 3.5.1-1 
Column 4, will not be retained in ITS. Omission of this term is not considered to 
result in any changes in requirements since the intent of this column is consistent with 
application of Table 3.5.1-1 Column 3, "Minimum Channels Operable," which is 
retained (although the format is changed per DOC A3). Removal of this term and its 
usage from the CTS does not represent any actual change in requirements, only a 
change in presentation.
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A8 The CTS requirements for the ESAS manual trip pushbuttons found in CTS 
Table 3.5.1-1 have been replaced by the requirements of ITS 3.3.6. This change 
maintains the requirement for two OPERABLE channels of manual actuation 
instrumentation for each of the required Functions. It does however represent a 
change in format for these requirements, although no additional requirements have 
been added by this change and no current requirements have been deleted.  

A9 CTS Table 3.5.1-1, Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS), Functional 
Units 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 have been replaced by ITS LCO 3.3.7. Although the CTS does 
not clearly present these requirements as an LCO, the requirements of these portions 
of Table 3.5.1-1 are treated as such by ANO-1. The adoption of ITS LCO 3.3.7 
represents a change in format. However, this change in format does not change the 
application of the requirements found in CTS as they relate to the ESAS Actuation 
Logic Channels.  

A10 The requirement to test the ESAS Manual Trip Functions Logic on a monthly basis 
will no longer be individually specified as it is in CTS Table 4.1-1 Item 43 b. This 
CTS requirement is redundant to the testing requirements presented in CTS 
Table 4.1-1 Items 14, 16, 18, and 20. The design of the ESAS at ANO-1 is such that 
performance of the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the Actuation Logic 
Channels encompasses the manual actuation system logic test specified in CTS 
Table 4.1-1 Item 43 b. Testing of the ESAS Actuation Logic Channels, as required by 
ITS SR 3.3.7.1, will maintain the testing requirements consistent with CTS.  

All The requirement to perform a CHANNEL CHECK on the reactor building (RB) 
pressure high-high instrument channels (Reactor Building Spray System Analog 
Channels, Reactor Building Pressure Channels) has been indicated as an addition to 
the CTS in Table 4.1-1 Item 21.a. Although this is a change in presentation it does not 
represent a change in requirements. The design of the ANO-1 ESAS instrument 
channels is such that the same three transmitters provide input to both the High and the 
High-High RB pressure functions. Because the indications available for the 
performance of the required CHANNEL CHECKS are shared by both the High and 
the High-High RB pressure functions, one performance of this check is sufficient for 
both functions. The additional CHANNEL CHECK requirement was indicated in the 
CTS to provide a more complete cross-reference to the ITS requirements. This change 
provides requirements consistent with NUREG-1430 both in presentation and in 
content.  

A12 The allowance provided in CTS 3.5.3 to bypass the High Reactor Building Pressure 
and Low Reactor Coolant System Pressure Functional Units during reactor building 
leak rate tests is omitted. The revised Applicabilities for these Functions (see 
DOC LI) do not require them to be OPERABLE during the leak rate testing.  
Therefore, this change is considered administrative.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

A13 This page is not yet approved as provided in this package. Therefore, the markup is 

dependent on the expected NRC approval of the August 18, 1999 (Ref. 1CAN089903) 

license amendment request (LAR) related to the ESAS RCS low pressure setpoint 

revision.  

A14 CTS 4.1.c is omitted since it duplicates requirements provided in the regulations, i.e., 

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, criteria XI, XVI, and XVII. Such duplication is unnecessary 

and results in additional administrative burden to revise the duplicate TS when these 

regulations are revised. Since removal of the duplication results in no actual change in 

the requirements, removal of the duplicative information is considered an administrative 

change. Further, changes to the requirements are controlled by the NRC. This change 

is consistent with NUREG-1430.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

TECHNICAL CHANGE -- MORE RESTRICTIVE 

MI Not used.  

M2 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 8 provides action requirements in the event any portion of an 
ESAS digital subsystem is inoperable. This action requirement is referenced from 
CTS Table 3.5.1-1 although no specific LCO requirement is provided. CTS 
Table 3.5.1-1 Note 8 indicates that the safety features associated with an inoperable 
ESAS digital subsystem are to be considered inoperable and that CTS 3.3 applies. It 
does not however, specify a Completion Time for this action requirement. ITS 3.3.7 
Required Action A.2 and its associated Completion Time are adopted to replace the 
requirements of CTS 3.5.1-1 Note 8. The adoption of the 1 hour Completion Time 
provides more restrictive, but appropriate, requirements in that no time period for the 
performance of this action was specified in CTS. This change is consistent with 
NUREG- 1430.  

M3 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 6 provides an allowance for continued operation by tripping 
an inoperable channel and reducing the 2 out of 3 logic to 1 out of the remaining 
2 channels. However, no time is specified to complete this action. Therefore, Note 1 
is applicable until the inoperable channel is tripped. Note 1 requires the unit to be in 
hot shutdown within 12 hours. Therefore, the unit essentially has 12 hours to trip the 
inoperable channel (and restore compliance) or be in MODE 3. ITS 3.3.5 Required 
Actions A. 1 and B. 1 will provide only one hour to trip the channel or be in MODE 3 
within an additional 6 hours (see also DOC M5). This change represents more 
restrictive requirements in that ITS 3.3.5 Required Actions A. 1 and B. 1 specify 
7 hours before the unit must be in MODE 3 where CTS allows 12 hours (if the channel 
is not placed in the tripped condition). Further, the 1 hour Completion Time to place 
the channel in a tripped condition is not specified in CTS and also represents a more 
restrictive requirement. This change provides an appropriate Completion Time for 
this Required Action consistent with NUREG- 1430.  

M4 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 5 has been replaced by ITS 3.3.5 Required Action B.2.2 and 
ITS 3.3.6 Required Action B.2. CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 5, in conjunction with 
CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 1, provides a total time of 84 hours, from failure to meet the 
LCO, to enter cold shutdown (MODE 5). ITS 3.3.5 Required Action B.2.2 and 
ITS 3.3.6 Required Action B.2 will require entry into MODE 5 within 36 hours of 
failure to meet the LCO. These more restrictive requirements minimize the time 
during which the safety function is degraded while providing sufficient time to 
accomplish an orderly shutdown. Additionally, this Completion Time is consistent 
with NUREG-1430.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

M5 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 1 has been replaced by ITS 3.3.5 Required Action B. 1 and 
ITS 3.3.6 Required Action B. 1. CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 1 provides a time of 
12 hours, from failure to meet the LCO, to enter hot shutdown (MODE 3). ITS 3.3.5 
Required Action B. 1 and ITS 3.3.6 Required Action B. 1 will require entry into 
MODE 3 within 6 hours of failure to meet the LCO. These more restrictive 
requirements minimize the time during which the safety function is degraded while 
providing sufficient time to accomplish an orderly shutdown. Additionally, this 
Completion Time is consistent with NUREG- 1430.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

TECHNICAL CHANGE -- LESS RESTRICTIVE 

Li Specific Applicability statements for each of the Parameters in ITS Table 3.3.5-1 have 
been adopted. An Applicability exists in CTS only as implied by the appropriate 
action requirements which are CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Notes 1 and 5. These requirements 
would result in the unit being placed in cold shutdown (MODE 5) if any of the ESAS 
instrumentation Parameters contained more than one inoperable channel. The 
adoption of the specific ITS Applicability statements is less restrictive in that the 
Reactor Coolant System Pressure-Low Setpoint Parameter instrument channels will 
only be required OPERABLE when RCS pressure is above 1750 psig. This specific 
Applicability is consistent with the design of the ESAS, which provides the capability 
of bypassing this function when RCS pressure is reduced below 1750 psig (with some 
margin for instrumentation capabilities) and automatically removing this bypass when 
pressure is raised back above setpoint (CTS 3.5.3, Note **). Failure of the automatic 
bypass removal feature or the inability to bypass the RCS pressure function when 
below 1750 psig does not constitute channel inoperability. However, a channel that 
remains bypassed when pressure is raised above 1750 psig will be considered 
inoperable and appropriate conditions will be entered. Because the automatic bypass 
feature provides no safety function, a discussion of its purpose and relationship to 
channel operability has been included in the Bases.  

Additionally, ITS 3.3.5 Required Action B.2.1 along with its Note and the Note 
modifying Required Action B.2.2 have been adopted. This change provides action 
requirements to remove the unit from the Applicability of the LCO.  

These changes have been made to provide requirements appropriate for the design and 
licensing basis for the unit. Additionally, this Completion Time is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

L2 CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 8 indicated that if any one component of an ESAS digital 
subsystem is inoperable then the entire subsystem is inoperable. The design of the 
digital subsystems of the ESAS is such that there are five actuation logic channels 
contained in each of the two digital subsystems. A failure which renders one actuation 
logic channel inoperable may or may not affect any other of the actuation logic 
channels contained within that digital subsystem. As a result, the requirement to 
declare equipment inoperable while it is fully capable of performing its design 
function is inconsistent with both the CTS and ITS definitions of 
OPERABLE-OPERABILITY. The requirements of CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 8 are 
replaced by the ACTIONS of ITS 3.3.7.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

L3 NUREG-1430 3.3.7 Required Action A. 1 and its associated Completion Time have 
been adopted in the ITS. This Required Action allows equipment associated with an 
inoperable ESAS Actuation Logic Channel to be placed in its actuated state. This is 
an alternative to Required Action A.2, and CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Note 8, which would 
require declaring the equipment inoperable and entering the associated Required 
Actions for that equipment. This change allows additional flexibility in unit operation 
by not requiring the performance of the Required Actions for equipment made 
inoperable by the inoperability of an ESAS Actuation Logic Channel. This change 
provides requirements consistent with NUREG- 1430 and which maintain the safety 
function of the equipment associated with the ESAS Actuation Logic Channels.  

L4 NUREG-1430 3.3.6 Required Action A. 1 and its associated Completion Time have 
been adopted in the ITS. This change establishes a 72 hour period of time in which 
the unit may continue operation, with one or more ESAS Functions having one 
channel of the manual initiation feature inoperable, prior to entering an ACTION 
which results in the unit entering MODE 3. This change has been made to provide 
ACTION requirements consistent with the safety function of the system, considering 
the allowed outage time for the actuated system. Additionally, this change is 
consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L5 The Applicability statements of ITS 3.3.6 and 3.3.7 have been adopted. The 
Applicability for requirements related to these instrument channels was established, in 
CTS, only by the action requirements of CTS Table 3.5.1-1 Notes 1 and 5. These 
Notes could have resulted in the unit being placed in cold shutdown (MODE 5).  
Adoption of the ITS Applicabilities will require OPERABILITY of this 
instrumentation only during the MODES in which its actuated equipment is required 
to be OPERABLE. This change is consistent with the philosophy of the NUIREG and 
with the requirements of NUREG-1430 as modified to accommodate the specific 
Applicabilities of the actuated equipment.  

L6 Not used.  

L7 CTS Table 4.1-1, items 15.a and 17.a require monthly testing of the HPI and LPI 
analog channels which are initiated by RCS pressure. CTS Note (1) on each of these 
two items indicates that the channel is tested "including test of shutdown bypass 
function (ECCS bypass function)." This Note and its requirements are omitted in 
ITS 3.3.5. The bypass provides for operational flexibility only by preventing the 
actuation of ECCS during a shutdown. This bypass provides no safety function in that 
if the channel does not provide the intended bypass, the system can still perform its 
required actuations. If the ESAS is somehow prevented from actuation of the required 
components by the bypass, the channel is inoperable and the unit cannot enter the 
Applicable conditions for ITS 3.3.5.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

The Bases for NUREG 3.3.5, LCO section, state: "Failure of a bypass bistable or 
bypass circuitry, such that a trip channel cannot be bypassed, does not render the 
channel inoperable." This is acceptable only if the bypass performs no safety 
function. Further, for this to be true, the bypass is not required to be tested with the 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, since if it were included, and it failed, the SR 
would be failed. Pursuant to SR 3.0.1, with a failed SR, the LCO would not be met, 
i.e., the channel would be inoperable. Since the Bases clearly indicate the channel is 
not inoperable, the bypass must not be a required function, and therefore, is not 
included in the SR.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

LESS RESTRICTIVE -- ADMINISTRATIVE DELETION OF REOIUREMENTS 

LA1 This information has been moved to the Bases. This information provides details of 
design or process which are not directly pertinent to the actual requirement, i.e., 
Definition, Limiting Condition for Operation or Surveillance Requirement, but rather 
describe an acceptable method of compliance. Since these details are not necessary to 
adequately describe the actual regulatory requirement, they can be moved to a licensee 
controlled document without a significant impact on safety. Placing these details in 
controlled documents provides adequate assurance that they will be maintained. The 
Bases will be controlled by the Bases Control Process in Section 5 of the proposed 
Technical Specifications. This change is consistent with NUREG- 1430.  

CTS Location New Location 

Table 3.5.1-1 Column 1 
"Number of Channels" Bases 3.3.5, LCO 

Table 3.5.1-1 Column 2 
"No. of Channels for System Trip" Bases 3.3.5, BACKGROUND 

3.5.3 Bases 3.3.5, BACKGROUND 

LA2 The information provided in Table 4.1-1, Item 20, Note (1) has been moved to the Bases 
of ITS 3.3.7, which describe the RB Spray system and its automatic actuation. This 
information provides details of design or process which are not directly pertinent to the 
actual requirement, i.e., Surveillance Requirement, but rather only further describe the 
required equipment. Since these details are not necessary to adequately describe the 
actual regulatory requirement, they can be moved to a licensee controlled document 
without a significant impact on safety. Placing these details in controlled documents 
provides adequate assurance that they will be maintained. The Bases will be controlled 
by the Bases Control Process in Section 5 of the proposed Technical Specifications.  
This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.
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3'•.5.3 •Sfety Featurcfs Actuation System Setpoints

/i j /t 

Th specifica on applies to the safety features actuation system 
a uation se oints.  

Ob ectiv " 

To pr ide for at*6ai initiation of the ,s'afety features actuation system k in e event of breach of reactor coolant system integrity.  

ecificati 
t/ 

The saf features actuation setp nts and pe-miss;.ble bypasses -shall be, I 
Sas fol s: IL" 

Functional Unit Actioni 

(I )Reactor Building Rea or Buil Spray :93 si (44.7 psia) 
Pressure* ,14, 'A* 

I gh Pressu Injection -- 4 psig (18.7 psia) 
'r ± - / Start of actor Buildi :5 4 ps (18.7 psia) 

- ,,, Cooling d Reactor Bu ' din, __ _ __ _ _Isolat 
.n

: 4 psig (18.7 psia) 

< 4 .ig(18.7 psia) 

4 psigi(18.7) psia) 

a 1585 psig
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Hi Reactor B 1din Pressure/ 

,/The basis forthe 30 psig and 4 psig setpo s for the high pressure signal 
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c. iscrepancies no d during surveilla e testing will 
corrected and ecorded.  

d. A power stribution ma shall be made to erify the exp ted 'ATC 
power dist bution at per ic intervals at east every 10 
effective fu power days us g the incore in rumentation 
detector syste

BASES 

4.0.1 thr h 4.0.5 Establish the genera requirements applicable to 
Surveil ' nce Requirements. These requi ments are based on the 
Surveance Requirements stated in th Code of Federal Regulations 10CFR 
50.3 c)(3): 

"Surveillance Requirement are requirements relating t test, 
alibration, or inspection to e ure that the necessary qual y of systems 

and components is maintained, at facility operation will e within 
safety limits, and that the miting conditions of operat n will be met." 

4.0.1 Establishes the re irement that surveillances st be performed 
during the operational m es or other conditions for ich the 
requirements of the Li ting Conditions for Operati apply unless 
otherwise stated in a individual Surveillance Re irement. The purpose 
of this specificati is to ensure that surveill ces are performed to 
verify the operati al status of systems and c ponents and that 
parameters are w hin specified limits to ens re safe operation of the 
facility when t e plant is in a mode or oth specified condition for 
which the ass iated Limiting Conditions f r Operation are applicable.  
Surveillance equirements do not have to e performed when the facil*y is 
in an oper ional mode for which the re irements of the associate 
Limiting ndition for Operation do n apply unless otherwise s cified.
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Ma-er channel are subjact oni to adrift4 error induced the 
intrmentson it.,self: and, equently, can •llerate lon r intervals 
between rations. Pro . syst-m Inst tion ex ra iznducedý 
Sdrift •be expected to within ac table t:ale ca if / r ecalibat~ion is perfo• once every I nFnt="hs. / 

Su ilcalibra shifts w1 a channel santially &.,channel 
r) will be re ad during tine che g and taePtingprocedures.  

minimum ration 2 andces for a nuclear flux (power ran 
channels, and nee every 18 the for process sysj,ý channels id 
considered a table.  

// 

on- t*sting a reactor pro ..ive channe,..and En7C channels is 
red once ry 4 weeks a cotationa,, or staggered/basis. The 

ro tiont ihch is designed reduce the'probability~of an unde tect 
£ ure =ais within SYstem and/to minimize tfe likelh o od a the 
saIeM syst tic teat er Ls being inpioducd intomeach redundant el.  

All re or Prote channels Will be tested'before staritupf the 
indi dual chann"e•rotatj-onal /eu .. cy has been di..continu or if 
On geactiviti could pot ezuiLey have affected the apex ility of 
o .or more ls-. A rote'tion will then be establisheh to test the 

rst Channf one week aft~er startup, ,the second Cbann two weeks 
after ata r the this r Channel thrne weeks after sta up, and the 
fourth .1 f oUr,,,. Oka after stxxtup.  

The tablished •kctor protiec=ve system ins-- t-- ato a E17C ept 
cy a is contidEed with one qh=ulnnels instr•men on tested aas. ek.  

on detection of a failuq/uthat prevents trip ctionanel, inst ntation 
associated pith the crtat eiv chneswl a tested after Ch the 
rotationsY test cycle 's' sartd again. If ctuation of a s ety channel 
Occurs PyAssurance will'be :re~quired that a uation was wi the limilting 
safat system setti;4.  

et ,pannels coincidence gic and control .rive trip 
reakers are twip tested every qua . The trip to checks all 1 ic, 

'ccmbinatiwo'ýand is to be perf a on a rotational asix. The loj~.c and 
breakersA0 the four protective alea shall ba p tested pr r to 
startup/'and their individual els trip test on a cycli sis.  Disov Icry of a failure requi the testing of channel 1 Pic n breaera, after which the p test cycle is rted agai.;i 
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)'Nab Ie 4.L1- I (cont. )

Channel Des~cription Check Test Calibrate 
Remarks______________ 

< mgr( .Hh eacto uI i Id i 
-r

PressN~ e Chann 1 
1\1NA

14. High Pressure Injection 
Logic Channel 

15. High Pressure Injection 
,. 3 Analog Channels 

A•)-rE a. Reactor Coolant 

•3• (d Pressure Channel 

b. Reactor Building 
4 psig Channel

16. Low Pressure Injection 
Logic Channel

-3S 17. Low Pressure Injection 
Analog Channels 

ýLATCk a. Reactor Coolant 
(3,3bý'J I Pressure Channel 

b. Reactor Building 
4 psig Channel

18. Reactor Building Emergency 
Cooling and Isolation 
System Logic Channel

3.2 5ý 19. Reactor Building Emergency 
Cooling and Isolation 
System Analog Channels 

a. Reactor Building 
4 psig Channels

NA M ý-A -3.3,-7.1

S "" c m ing te~ of sh owby s 

tid by sss 

5 M R 

!5R 12 .3.57- ? 3-NA -

NA M Si 1z3.,l

3.3.3S. nctio (EC byp 5 fu tio 

i54.3.3-5.I Sk 3.3. 5.2 sgs 3.3.;. 3

NA

S 
s51 3.,3, .

M NA

M R 
5~L4 ./-,e 

(A \

3,3,"

2,3.7

/

NA

NA
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Table 4.1-1 (;ontL) 

Channel Descrlotlonl • kit £A]• -a , 

SpaySstm AMAI 
nc ludn RB/pra pump S 

2.s") 20. Reactor Building Spray System NA H NAche 
System Logic Channels 5 z .73..L 1 val lo c cha hnels.  

3.3 21. Reactor Building Spray System 5A 3,3,V-,I, 
Analog Channels 

a. Reactor Building Pressure 5 3S i , 

Channels 
M R 

22. Presauro rTemature hannels S NA 

2e 
NA R ( C with Relative osition 

23 or. Fo gTanks .  

Prournnnl SO NAto 

b. ovel Channels S 

2 Pros oxjZr Leve Channels\ NA R 
L~~ 

Makeup Tank 'level Channels D -~NA 
e4c~ek 

"•'• " "• ',, (1)Check fu tioning of selt,,clecking 

28. \xadiation Monitoring Systems ",(1) Chfeature on nach detector.  

o her than contail) ent high 
feature o a 

ra monitors ite 57). 

a. Pr ess Monitoring stem S QR 

Area M itoring System S () R 

L\&k ai Stea4 Line Radiatio 
ArP 

tAT~(7

f. -1, 
* (A
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Table 4.1-1 (Cont.) 

Channel Description Check Test Calibrate Remarks 

Switches & Logic NA NA 

'3.3,iL •-b. Logic NA M 

(L ~~>~~44. eactor Ma al TrLAER 

(LArE,-,q 45. Reacto Buildi Sump v

Amen1dment No.  -1- , 6 , 19 2



Table 4.1-1 ICont.)

Channel Description Check 

d. SG A- Ifigh Range Level 

(3C. SGB8High Rane-.4 ve S 

57. Containment; High Range D 
Radiation Mobitors 

(3,3D) 58. C tainment Pre sou -High H4 

59. Conta nt Water Level- H4

Test Calibrate

K.

'N ' 

'N-.

N 
N 

NA 

NA

R\

R

e.Low i~ewerature Ove reinsure MA--__ R It 
< Nr~Otecti7&,Alaru Logic- .-

<LATEX M~Co,'-e Thorm . 0- k-

Y-3A) 6 

(13 D) K&," It..._ 

,733~ A ' Each Shift. T/W,- Twice per Week - nce ee
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

"R" - Relocation of requirements: 

Relocating requirements which do not meet the Technical Specification selection criteria to 
documents with an established control program allows the Technical Specifications to be reserved 
only for those conditions or limitations upon reactor operation which are necessary to adequately 
limit the possibility of an abnormal situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the 
public health and safety, thereby focusing the scope of Technical Specifications.  

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the Technical Specification selection criteria in 
10 CFR 50.36 have been relocated to other controlled license basis documents. This regulation 
addresses the scope and purpose of Technical Specifications. In doing so, it establishes a specific 
set of objective criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating restrictions 
should be included in Technical Specifications. These criteria are as follows:

Criterion 1: 

Criterion 2: 

Criterion 3: 

Criterion 4:

Installed instrumentation that is used to detect and indicate in the control room a 
significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

A process variable that is an initial condition of a design basis accident (DBA) or 
transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the 
integrity of a fission product barrier.  

A structure, system or component that is part of the primary success path and 
which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that 
either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission 
barrier.  

A structure, system or component which operating experience or probabilistic 
safety assessment has shown to be significant to public health and safety.

The application of these criteria is provided in the "Application of Selection Criteria to the ANO-1 
Technical Specifications." Requirements which met the criteria have been included in the 
proposed improved Technical Specifications. Entergy Operations proposes to remove the 
requirements which do not meet the criteria from the Technical Specifications and relocate the 
requirements to a suitable owner controlled document. The requirements in the relocated 
Specifications will not be affected by this Technical Specification change. Entergy Operations will 
initially continue to perform the required operation and maintenance to assure that the 
requirements are satisfied. Relocating specific requirements for systems or variables will have no 
impact on the system's operability or the variable's maintenance, as applicable.

5/01/2001ANO-1 G-1



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

License basis document control mechanisms, such as 10 CFR 50.59, 10 CFR 50.54(a)(3), and ITS 
Section 5, "Administrative Controls," will be utilized for the relocated Specifications as they will 
be placed in other controlled license basis documents. This would allow Entergy Operations to 
make changes to these requirements, without NRC approval, as allowed by the applicable 
regulatory requirements. These controls are considered adequate for assuring structures, systems 
and components in the relocated Specifications are maintained operable and variables in the 
relocated Specifications are maintained within limits.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and has 
determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures, systems, 
components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical 
Specifications as identified in the Application of Selection Criteria to the ANO-1 Technical 
Specifications. The affected structures, systems, components or variables are not assumed 
to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to mitigate accident or transient 
events. The requirements and surveillances for these affected structures, systems, 
components or variables will be relocated from the Technical Specifications to an 
appropriate administratively controlled license basis document and maintained pursuant to 
the applicable regulatory requirements. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or change in parameters governing normal 
plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements and 
adequate control of information will be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on any 
safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the affected requirement will be relocated to an 
owner controlled license basis document for which future changes will be evaluated 
pursuant to the requirements of the applicable regulatory requirements. Therefore, this 
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

"A" - Administrative chan2es to requirements: 

Reformatting and rewording the remaining requirements in accordance with the style of the 
improved Babcock & Wilcox Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG-1430 will make the 
Technical Specifications more readily understandable to plant operators and other users.  
Application of the format and style will also assure consistency is achieved between specifications.  
As a result, the reformatting and rewording of the Technical Specifications has been performed to 
make them more readily understandable by plant operators and other users. During this 
reformatting and rewording process, no technical changes (either actual or interpretational) to the 
Technical Specifications were made unless they were identified and justified.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and has 
determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the existing Technical 
Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no technical changes to 
existing requirements. As such, this change is administrative in nature and does not 
impact initiators of analyzed events or assumed mitigation of accident or transient events.  
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal 
plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not significantly reduce the margin of safety because it has no 
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. This change is administrative in nature. As 
such, there is no technical change to the requirements and therefore, there is no significant 
reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

"LA" - Less restrictive, Administrative deletion of requirements: 

Portions of some Specifications provide information that is descriptive in nature regarding the 
equipment, system(s), actions or surveillances. This information is proposed to be deleted from 
the specification and relocated to other license basis documents which are under licensee control.  
These documents include the TS Bases, Safety Analysis Report (SAR), Technical Requirements 
Manual, and Programs and Manuals identified in ITS Section 5, "Administrative Controls." The 
removal of descriptive information is permissible, because the documents containing the relocated 
information will be controlled through the applicable process provided by the regulatory 
requirements, e.g., 10 CFR 50.59, 10 CFR 50.54(a)(3), and ITS Section 5, "Administrative 
Controls." This will not impact the actual requirements but may provide some flexibility in how 
the requirement is conducted. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved 
continues to be maintained in an appropriately controlled manner.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and has 
determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relocates requirements from the Technical Specifications to other 
license basis documents which are under licensee control. The documents containing the 
relocated requirements will be maintained using the provisions of applicable regulatory 
requirements. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal 
plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements and 
adequate control of the information will be maintained. Thus, this change does not create 
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on any 
safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the requirements to be transposed from the 
Technical Specifications to other license basis documents, which are under licensee 
control, are the same as the existing Technical Specifications. The documents containing 
the relocated requirements will be maintained using the provisions of applicable regulatory 
requirements. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin 
of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

"M" - More restrictive changes to requirements: 

The ANO-1 Technical Specifications are proposed to be modified in some areas to impose more 
stringent requirements than previously identified. These more restrictive modifications are being 
imposed to be consistent with the improved Babcock & Wilcox Standard Technical 
Specifications. Such changes have been made after ensuring the previously evaluated safety 
analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive technical changes have been made to 
achieve consistency, correct discrepancies, and remove ambiguities from the specification.  

The modification of the ANO-1 Technical Specifications and the changes made to achieve 
consistency within the specifications have been performed in a manner such that the most 
stringent requirements are imposed, except in cases which are individually evaluated.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and has 
determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change provides more stringent requirements for the ANO-1 Technical 
Specifications. These more stringent requirements are not assumed to be initiators of 
analyzed events and will not alter assumptions relative to mitigation of accident or 
transient events. The change has been confirmed to ensure no previously evaluated 
accident has been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to 
ensure process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained consistent 
with the safety analyses and licensing basis. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal 
plant operation. The proposed change does impose different requirements. However, 
these changes do not impact the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated for ANO-1.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The imposition of more stringent requirements prevents a reduction in the margin of plant 
safety by: 

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit, 
b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant equipment, 
c) Increasing the applicability of the specification, 
d) Providing additional actions, 
e) Decreasing restoration times, 
f) Imposing new surveillances, or 
g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.  

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, this 
change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

ITS Section 3.3B: Instrumentation - ESAS 

Entergy Operations has evaluated these proposed Technical Specification changes and has 
determined that they involve no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 1OCFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

3.3B Li 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The Applicability for the ESAS Reactor Coolant System Pressure-Low Setpoint Parameter has 
been changed from an implied above MODE 5 to a specified > 1750 psig Reactor Coolant System 
(RCS) pressure. Similarly, the Required Actions have been revised to require only that the MODE 
of Applicability be exited. This change in Applicability and Required Actions for this 
instrumentation parameter does not result in any hardware changes. This change also does not 
significantly increase the probability of occurrence of any analyzed event since the function of 
the equipment does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed). Also, 
the changes do not change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified 
mitigation functions from that considered during the original Applicability since the trip 
functions associated with this parameter were allowed by CTS to be bypassed during the 
Conditions which will be omitted from the revised Applicability. Therefore, the changes do not 
significantly increase the consequences of an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper availability for the required instrumentation. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The ESAS Reactor Coolant System Pressure-Low Setpoint Parameter instrumentation provides 
ESAS actuation functions under certain operating conditions. In the conditions to be excluded 
from the Applicability, the actuation functions are bypassed and provide no input to the safety 
analysis. Therefore, the changes do not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3B L2 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The requirement to declare an entire ESAS digital subsystem inoperable in the event any portion of 
that subsystem is inoperable has been replaced with a requirement to declare only the affected 
portions inoperable. This change in ACTION requirements for this instrumentation parameter 
does not result in any hardware changes, neither does it result in any change in the function of 
the equipment. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the probability of 
occurrence of any analyzed event. Also, the changes do not change the assumed response of the 
equipment in performing its specified mitigation functions. Therefore, the changes do not 
significantly increase the consequences of an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper availability for the required instrumentation. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The ESAS actuation instrumentation provides initiation of ESAS functions under certain operating 
conditions. This change does not affect any operational or safety parameters, but rather provides 
for maintaining the operability of equipment which is capable of performing its safety function 
(and which would be declared inoperable under CTS). Therefore, the changes do not involve a 
significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3B L3 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

This change provides the addition of an allowance to place equipment affected by an inoperable 
ESAS Actuation Logic Channel in the actuated position rather than declaring the affected 
equipment inoperable. This change in ACTION requirements for this instrumentation parameter 
does not result in any hardware changes. This change also does not significantly increase the 
probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment 
does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed). Also, the changes do 
not change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified mitigation 
functions. Therefore, the changes do not significantly increase the consequences of an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper availability for the required equipment. Thus, this 
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for an ESAS digital subsystem is based on availability and capability of the 
actuated equipment to perform its safety function. This change maintains the capability of the 
required equipment to perform its safety function even in the absence of its actuating 
instrumentation. Therefore, this change does not represent a significant reduction in the margin 
of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3B L4 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 

accident previously evaluated? 

An extension of the Completion Time for a Required Action does not result in any hardware 

changes. The Completion Time for performance of Required Actions does not significantly 

increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the function of 

the equipment, or limit for the parameter, does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios 
are not changed) and the proposed Completion Time extension is short (and therefore limits the 

impact on probability). Also, an extension of the Completion Time provides additional 
opportunity to restore compliance with the requirements and avoid the increased potential for a 

transient during the shutdown process. Further, the Completion Time for performance of 
Required Actions does not significantly increase the consequences of an accident because the 
change does not change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified 
mitigation functions from that considered during the previous evaluation of accidents.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting 
condition for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Thus, this 
change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The proposed Completion Time has been determined appropriate 
based on a combination of the time required to perform the action, the relative importance of the 
function or parameter to be restored, and engineering judgment. Therefore, the short extension 
of the Completion Time interval involves no significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3B L5 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated? 

The Applicability for the ESAS Manual Initiation and ESAS Actuation Logic have been changed 
from an implied "above MODE 5" to a specified "MODES 1 and 2" and "MODES 3 and 4 when 
associated engineered safeguard equipment is required to be OPERABLE." This change in 
Applicability for this instrumentation parameter does not result in any hardware changes. This 
change also does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of any 
analyzed event since the function of the equipment does not change (and therefore any initiation 
scenarios are not changed). Also, the changes do not change the assumed response of the 
equipment in performing its specified mitigation functions from that considered during the 
original Applicability since the trip functions associated with this parameter continue to be 
required when the associated equipment is required. Therefore, the changes do not significantly 
increase the consequences of an accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper availability for the required instrumentation 
whenever the actuated equipment is required. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of 
a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The ESAS Manual Initiation and ESAS Actuation Logic instrumentation provides ESAS actuation 
functions under certain operating conditions. In the conditions to be excluded from the 
Applicability, the actuation functions are not required since the associated equipment is not 
required and provides no input to the safety analysis. Therefore, the changes do not involve a 
significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS

3.3B L6 Not Used
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.3B L7 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an 

accident previously evaluated? 

The Applicability for the ESAS Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure-Low Setpoint Parameter 

is specified as _> 1750 psig RCS pressure. As such, the operational bypass that prevents ECCS 

actuation during a shutdown when the RCS pressure drops below this value does not function 

during the conditions for which the ESAS RCS Pressure-Low Setpoint Parameter is required to be 

OPERABLE. Therefore, this bypass is removed from the CTS as a required function. This 

change does not result in any hardware changes, and does not significantly increase the 

probability of occurrence of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment does not 

change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed). Also, the revision does not 

change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified mitigation functions 

since the actuation function associated with this parameter will continue to be available and 

OPERABLE. Therefore, the changes do not significantly increase the consequences of an 

accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 

accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 

type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  

The proposed change will continue to ensure proper availability for the required instrumentation.  

Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 

accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The ESAS RCS Pressure-Low Setpoint Parameter instrumentation is assumed to provide ESAS 

actuation functions with the RCS pressure at >_ 1750 psig. Below these conditions, the 

instrumentation is allowed to be bypassed for operational considerations; however, the bypass 

performs no safety function. Therefore, the margin of safety is not dependent on the bypass and 

the change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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